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ABSTRACT
The nucleon form factors have been investigated by physicists for decades because of
their fundamental importance. The world data of the proton magnetic form factor GMp
has been focused on Q2 lower than 5 GeV2 and they have large uncertainties at higher
Q2. Je↵erson Lab experiment E12-07-108 aims to improve the accuracy of the e  p
elastic cross section to better than 2% over a Q2 range of 7  14 GeV2. From 2015 to
2016, the e  p elastic cross section was measured over a wide range of Q2 from 0.66  
12.56 GeV2 at the Thomas Je↵erson National Accelerator Facility in Virginia, USA. An
unpolarized electron beam was scattered o↵ a cryogenic hydrogen target and the
scattered electron was detected in the high resolution spectrometers. This thesis focuses
on the cross section calculations of the data taken in the spring of 2015, where Q2 =
0.66, 1.10, 1.51 and 1.66 GeV2. At Q2 = 0.66 GeV2, an uncertainty < 3% was achieved
and < 5% was achieved for the other three Q2 at the moment. The results were
compared with the world data and the good agreement provides confidence for the
experimental measurements at higher Q2.
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MEASUREMENT OF THE ELASTIC ep CROSS SECTION AT Q2 = 0.66, 1.10, 1.51
AND 1.65 GEV2
CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview
The nucleons, which are the building blocks of the nucleus, play a role of fundamental
importance in physics. Understanding the internal structure of the nucleons has been of
considerable interest to physicists and decades of e↵orts have been devoted to investigating
it.
In 1911, Ernest Rutherford did the gold foil experiment and discovered that the
atom must have a concentrated nucleus which contains positive charge and most of the
atom’s mass. He named the positive constituent of the nucleus “proton” and suggested the
neutrally-charged constituent is a bound proton and electron. In 1932, James Chadwick
performed a series of experiments and showed that the nucleus is composed of protons
and neutrons, which are uncharged particles with about the same mass as the proton.
At that time, the protons and neutrons were believed to be Dirac particles, just like the
electrons. In 1933 Otto Stern measured the magnetic moment of the proton and found
it close to 2.79µN (µN =
e~
2Mp
). This value is dramatically di↵erent from 0.5µN , which is
2
expected for a point-like spin 1/2 charged particle. The magnetic moment of the neutron
was measured soon after and found close to -1.91µN , also very di↵erent from the 0.0µN
that a neutral Dirac particle would have. These discoveries imply that the protons and
neutrons are composite and have internal structure, instead of being elementary particles.
The Standard Model of elementary particles and interactions has been developed
throughout the latter half of the 20th century, in which the protons and neutrons are
composed of elementary fermions called quarks and are held together by the strong force,
mediated by gluons. There are six di↵erent types of quarks, known as flavors: u(up),
d(down), s(strange), c(charm), t(top), and b(bottom). The quarks are grouped into three
families as shown in Table 1.1. Each family has one member with charge +23e and one
member with charge -13e. The proton is composed of 2 up quarks and 1 down quark and
the neutron is composed of 1 up quark and 2 down quarks. The theory of Quantum
Chromodynamics (QCD) describes the strong interaction, which is responsible for binding
quarks through the exchange of gluons to form hadrons (baryons and mesons). The cou-
pling strength between the quarks and gluons is strong and increases at large distances. In
the short distance scale, the interactions between quarks are weak and they behave almost
like they are free. In the large distance scale, the interactions are strong and thus hadrons
form. This explains why no free quarks have been observed experimentally. Only hadrons
are found in nature.
TABLE 1.1: Quark families in the Standard Model, where Q is charge.
Q = +23e u c t
Q =  13e d s b
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1.2 Electron Scattering
Electron scattering is one of the most powerful techniques to study the underlying structure
of the nucleon. When scattered by a target nucleus, the electron exchanges virtual photons,
which probe the electromagnetic structure of the nucleus. The electron is an elementary
particle without internal structure and thus the di↵erential scattering cross section only
carries the information of the nucleus without contribution from the electron. This makes
the electron a clean probe of the target nucleus.
e
e P
X
k=(E,!) p=(M,0)
#$ % ∗ ((, *⃗)k’=(E’,!′)
FIG. 1.1: Feynman digram for lowest-order inclusive electron scattering.
The electron-photon vertex is well understood within the theory of Quantum Electro-
dynamics (QED). To the lowest-order of the electromagnetic coupling constant ↵, the scat-
tering diagram looks like Fig. 1.1, where the electron of initial four momentum kµ = (E,~k)
exchanges a single virtual photon  ⇤ with a nucleon of initial four momentum p. Because
↵ is small (↵ ' 1/137), it is a very good approximation to the real physics process when
considering only the first order (Born approximation). The scattering angle is ✓e and the
scattered electron four momentum is k0µ = (E 0, ~k0). In electron scattering experiments, the
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electron with known momentum kµ scatters o↵ a stationary target, thus pµ = (M,~0). For
inclusive scattering, the final hadronic system X goes undetected. The exchanged virtual
photon carries four-momentum qµ = (⌫, ~q) = (k   k0)µ and transfers an energy ⌫ = P ·qM
and three-momentum ~q to the target.
Typically the scattering process is described with two main variables, the squared four-
momentum transfer Q2 =  q2 or the invariant mass of the residual hadronic system W .
Highly relativistic electrons are used in electron scattering experiment, thus the electron
mass is neglected since E and E 0   me. The relevant variables are defined as follows:
⌫ = E   E 0 (1.1)
Q2 =  q2 = 4EE 0sin2 ✓
2
(1.2)
W =
p
(P + q)2 =M2 + 2M⌫  Q2 (1.3)
When investigating inclusive scattering, it is usually separated into three kinematics
regions: elastic, quasi-elastic and inelastic; inelastic includes both resonance production
and deep inelastic scattering. At low energy transfers, elastic scattering dominates, in
which the nucleon (or nulceus) remains in its ground state after the scattering and the
energy and momentum transfer are absorbed by the recoil nucleon. For elastic scattering,
the invariant mass W is equal to the mass of the nucleon or nucleus so that ⌫ = Q
2
2M . As
the energy transfer increases and becomes larger than the nuclear binding energy, we enter
the quasi-elastic region. The electron knocks a single nucleon out of the nucleus, which
can be considered as quasi-free. Compared to the elastic scattering, the quasi-elastic peak
is shifted due to the nuclear binding energy and broadened due to the Fermi motion of the
nucleons inside the nucleus. By increasing Q2 and the energy transfer further, we enter the
region of the nucleon resonance. The quarks inside the nucleon absorb the virtual photons
and form excited states which we refer to as nucleon resonances. If we increase Q2 and the
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energy transfer further, we enter the deep inelastic region (DIS). DIS is typically defined as
Q2 > 1-2 GeV2 andW > 2 GeV. In this case, the wavelength of the virtual photon is small
compared to the size of the target hadron and thus the internal structure of the nucleon
becomes “visible”. The electron is primarily interacting with a single quark through the
virtual photon  ⇤.
1.3 Form Factors
The elastic electron-proton scattering diagram to lowest order is shown as Fig. 1.2. Due
to the internal structure of the proton, the photon-proton vertex in Fig. 1.2 and two Q2
dependent functions that contain all the information about the internal structure of the
proton are introduced.
e
e P
p’
k=(E,!) p
"# $ ∗ (', )⃗)k’=(E’,!′)
FIG. 1.2: Feynman digram for lowest order elastic electron-proton scattering.
The point-like electron has the simple vertex function  µ and we write the proton
vertex function as  µ. Both of them are Dirac 4 ⇥ 4 matrices. The electromagnetic
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currents, jµ for the electron and Jµ for the proton, can be expressed as follows:
jµ =  eu¯(k0) µu(k) (1.4)
Jµ = ev¯(p
0) µv(p) (1.5)
where u(k), u¯(k0), v(p) and v¯(p)0 are the four-component Dirac spinors for the incoming
and scattered electron and proton. Therefore, the amplitude for e   p scattering can be
written as:
iM = [iev¯(p0) µ(p0, p)v(p)]
 igµ⌫
q2
[ieu¯(k0) ⌫u(k)]
=
 i
q2
[iev¯(p0) µ(p0, p)v(p)][ieu¯(k0) µu(k)]
(1.6)
The proton current  µ contains all the information about the internal structure of
the proton. In general,  µ is some expression that involves p, p0,  µ, and constants such
as mp, e, and pure numbers. The parity-conserving theory excludes the possibablity of
 5. To lowest order,  µ =  µ and the proton is treated as a point-like particle. Since  µ
transforms as a vector, it must be a linear combination of  µ, pµ, and p0µ as follows:
 µ = A µ +B(p0µ + pµ) + C(p0µ   pµ) (1.7)
where the coe cients A, B, and C could involve Dirac matrices dotted into vectors, /p and
/p0. Since /pv(p) = mv(p) and v¯(p0)/p0 = v¯(p0)m, the coe cients can be written as ordinary
numbers and they must be functions only of q2 and constants such as Mp because q2 is the
only nontrivial scalar available. Applying the Ward identity qµ µ to Eq. 1.7, the second
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term vanishes as follows:
qµ 
µ = (pµ   p0µ) µ
= A(pµ   p0µ) µ +B(p · p0 + p · p  p0 · p0   p0 · p)
+ C(p · p0   p · p  p0 · p0 + p0 · p)
= A(pµ   p0µ) µ + C(2p · p0   2p · p)
(1.8)
Sandwich Eq. 1.8 between v¯(p0) and v(p), then we notice the first term also vanishes
as follows:
v¯(p0)qµ µv(p) = Av¯(p0)pµ µv(p)  Av¯(p0)p0µ µv¯(p) + 2Cv¯(p0)v(p) · (p · p0   p · p)
= Av¯(p0)v(p) ·m  Av¯(p0)v¯(p) ·m+ 2Cv¯(p0)v(p) · (p · p0   p · p)
= 2Cv¯(p0)v(p) · (p · p0   p · p)
(1.9)
Thus C must be zero, and based on the Gordon identity,
v¯(p0) µv(p) = (¯v)(p0)[
p0µ + pµ
2m
+
i µ⌫q⌫
2m
]v(p) (1.10)
 µ is finally written as
 µ(p0, p) =  µF1(q2) +
i µ⌫q⌫
2Mp
F2(q
2) (1.11)
where Mp is the proton mass. F1 and F2 are functions of q2 and are known as Dirac and
Pauli form factors respectively. F1 and F2 are distinguished according to their helicity
characteristics. F1 represents the helicity-preserving part of the scattering while F2 rep-
resents the helicity-flipping part. In the limit q2 = 0, F1(0) = 1 and F2(0) = 1.793 = p
= µp   1, in units of the nuclear magneton µN = e~/(2Mp). p is the proton anomalous
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magnetic moment and µp is the proton magnetic moment.
The di↵erential cross section for e  p scattering in the lab frame can be written as:
d 
d⌦
=
2⇡4|M |2
4
 
(kp)2  m2eM2p
  4(k + p  k0   p0) d3~k0
(2⇡)32E 0
d3~p0
(2⇡)32E 0p
(1.12)
whereM is the amplitude defined in Eq. 1.6. Integrating the  -function and expressing the
proton current in terms of the Dirac and Pauli form factors, the di↵erential cross section
for an unpolarized beam and target can be written as:
d 
d⌦e
= (
d 
d⌦
)
Mott
E 0
E
✓
F 21 (Q
2) + ⌧
✓
F 22 (Q
2) + 2[F1(Q
2) + F2(Q
2)]2tan2
✓e
2
◆◆
(1.13)
with ⌧ = Q2/4M2p and the Mott cross section is as follows:
(
d 
d⌦
)
Mott
=
↵2cos2 ✓e2
4E2sin4 ✓e2
(1.14)
The Mott cross section is for the scattering of a spin-1/2 electron from a spinless,
point-like target. The E 0/E term in Eq. 1.13 is due to the recoil of the proton and is
called the recoil factor. In terms of the electron’s kinematics, this term can be written as:
E 0
E
=
1
1 + 2EMp sin
2( ✓e2 )
(1.15)
Another set of form factors, the Sachs form factors GEp and GMp, are often introduced
because the experimental cross section data are most easily analyzed in terms of them.
The relations between the two sets of form factors are:
GEp(Q
2) = F1(Q
2)  ⌧F2(Q2) (1.16)
GMp(Q
2) = F1(Q
2) + F2(Q
2) (1.17)
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In the limit Q2 = 0, Eq. 1.16 and Eq. 1.17 reduce to the normalization conditions
respectively as:
GEp(0) = F1(0) = 1 (1.18)
GMp(0) = F1(0) + F2(0) = µp = 2.793 (1.19)
The two form factors, GEp and GMp, carry information about the charge and current
distributions of the proton and they are also called the electric and magnetic form factors
respectively.
Substituting the F1(Q2) and F2(Q2) in Eq. 1.13 with GEp(Q2) and GMp(Q2), the
elastic e  p cross section can be written as:
d 
d⌦
= (
d 
d⌦
)
Mott
(
E 0
E
)
1
1 + ⌧
✓
G2Ep(Q
2) + ⌧

1 + 2(1 + ⌧)tan2
✓e
2
 
G2Mp(Q
2)
◆
(1.20)
where the cross terms between GEp(Q2) and GMp(Q2) are dropped. The virtual photon
longitudinal polarization parameter ✏ is defined as:
✏ = [1 + 2(1 + ⌧)tan2(
✓e
2
)] 1 (1.21)
Thus the cross section can be written in a simpler form:
d 
d⌦
= (
d 
d⌦
)
Mott
(
E 0
E
)
1
1 + ⌧
⇣
G2Ep(Q
2) +
⌧
✏
G2Mp(Q
2)
⌘
(1.22)
1.4 Rosenbluth Separation Method
A simplified form of the e  p elastic cross section is given in Eq. 1.22. Then the reduced
cross section is defined as follows, based to take advantage of its linear dependence on ✏
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at the same ⌧ :
(
d 
d⌦
)
R
=
✏(1 + ⌧)
⌧
E
E 0
(
d 
d⌦
)/(
d 
d⌦
)
Mott
= G2M(Q
2) +
✏
⌧
G2E(Q
2) (1.23)
Since the reduced cross section is linear in ✏ at a fixed Q2, a linear fit of a range of reduced
cross section values to ✏ gives G2Ep/⌧ as the slope and G
2
Mp as the intercept. This is known
as the Rosenbluth separation method and an example of its use is given in Fig. 1.3, where
GD is the dipole form factor which is defined as follows:
GD =
1
(1 +Q2/⇤2)2
(1.24)
where ⇤2 = 0.71GeV2
∈
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Q2 =$2.5$GeV2
FIG. 1.3: Demonstration of the Rosenbluth separation method based on the data from [1]. Q2
= 2.5 GeV2.
The Rosenbluth separation method has been extensively used in the past several
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decades and has proved to be a very powerful method for investigating the proton’s electric
and magnetic form factors. However, there are limitations. Checking the cross section in
terms of GEp and GMp, we find that when Q2 is small, the magnetic form factor GMp
is suppressed and the cross section is dominated by the electric form factor GEp except
when ✏ is close to 0. Thus it is di cult to extract GMp with high accuracy at small Q2
values. On the other hand, GEp is suppressed and the cross section is dominated by GMp
when Q2 is large. Thus it is di cult to extract GEp with high accuracy at large Q2 values.
Besides these limitations, the accuracies of the extracted GEp and GMp are also limited
by the precision of the measured cross sections, which cover various kinematics to obtain
di↵erent ✏ values at a fixed Q2. The inconsistent acceptance, luminosity and detector
e ciency at di↵erent kinematics can introduce systematic errors.
1.5 Recoil Polarization Method
Because of the limitations of the Rosenbluth separation method, physicists came up with
another method to investigate the elastic form factors. When the polarization method is
used, a longitudinally polarized beam of electrons is scattered o↵ an unpolarized proton
target. The polarization of the recoil proton is measured, which is transferred from the
electron. In the single-photon exchange approximation of the 1H(~e, e0~p) reaction (shown in
Fig. 1.4), there are only two non-zero polarization components, the transverse Pt and the
longitudinal Pl. The normal polarization component Pn doesn’t exist in elastic scattering
in single-photon exchange.
The transverse and longitudinal components of the polarization, Pt and Pl, can be
12
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FIG. 1.4: Schematic diagram for polarization transfer from a longitudinally polarized electron
to a proton with exchange of a virtual photon.
written in terms of GEp and GMp as follows [6, 7]:
I0Pl =
(E + E 0)
Mp
p
⌧(1 + ⌧)G2Mp(Q
2)tan2(
✓e
2
) (1.25)
I0Pt =  2
p
⌧(1 + ⌧)GEp(Q
2)GMp(Q
2)tan(
✓e
2
) (1.26)
The scattering angle is ✓e and Io is defined as:
Io = G
2
Ep(Q
2) +
⌧
✏
G2Mp(Q
2) (1.27)
Eq. 1.25 and 1.26 show that the longitudinal and transverse polarization components are
proportional to G2Mp and GEpGMp respectively. Then dividing Eq. 1.25 by 1.26, the ratio
of GEp/GMp is obtained:
GEp
GMp
=
Pt
Pl
E + E 0
2Mp
tan(
✓e
2
) (1.28)
In polarization transfer experiments the transverse and longitudinal polarization com-
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ponents of the recoil proton are measured simultaneously, and the ratio of GEp/GMp can
be obtained directly. Compared with the Rosenbluth separation experiments, which mea-
sure the cross sections at various kinematics, the systematic errors of the polarization
method are typically greatly reduced. Looking at Eq. 1.28, we notice that we don’t need
knowledge of the beam polarization or of the analyzing power of the polarimeter in order
to extract the ratio of GEp/GMp, which makes the polarization method relatively easy to
be achieved.
1.6 Existing Measurements
There has been much activity in the measurement of the proton electric and magnetic
form factors for decades because of their fundamental importance. Fig. 1.5 shows a repre-
sentative sample of the proton electric form factor GEp data obtained by the Rosenbluth
separation method, where GEp is normalized to the dipole form factor GD(Q2) (see Eq.
1.24). From the plot we can see that the proton electric form factor GEp is in excellent
agreement with the dipole form factor, from very low Q2 up to 1   2 Q2. As Q2 goes
higher, the uncertainty of the measured GEp increases rapidly, just as discussed in Chap.
1.4. The cross section becomes more and more dominated by the proton magnetic form
factor GMp as Q2 increases, and thus it becomes more and more di cult to extract GEp
with high precision.
Fig. 1.6 shows a representative sample of the proton magnetic from factor GMp data
obtained by the Rosenbluth separation method, where GMp is normalized to the dipole
form factor. The data covers Q2 up to ⇠ 30 GeV2. At the highest Q2 point, the contribu-
tion to the cross section of the GEp related term is so small that the Rosenbluth separation
method is no longer applicable and the assumption GEp = GMp/µp is used to extract GMp
from a single cross section measurement. Even though we know this assumption is no
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FIG. 1.5: Proton electric form factor GEp data obtained using the Rosenbluth separation
method. Here GEp is normalized to the dipole form factor GD = (1 +Q2/⇤2) 2, ⇤2 =
0.71GeV2. Data from references [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16].
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longer valid when Q2 is above 1   2 GeV2, the error introduced by the assumption is
approximately as small as the electric form factor contribution, i.e., less than one percent.
And at very low Q2 the cross section is dominated by the electric term, thusGMp has large
uncertainty at low Q2 as shown in Fig. 1.6.
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FIG. 1.6: Proton magnetic form factor GMp data obtained using the Rosenbluth separation
method. Here GMp is normalized to the dipole form factor GD = (1 +Q2/⇤2) 2, ⇤2 =
0.71GeV2. Data from references [8, 17, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 18, 16].
The polarization technique was later developed to measure the proton electric and
magnetic form factor ratio µpGEp/GMp and Fig. 1.7 shows a representative sample of the
ratio obtained from both methods. In Fig. 1.7, the ratio obtained from these two di↵erent
techniques are distinguished by their color: the blue points were obtained from the Rosen-
bluth separation method and the red points were obtained from the polarization technique.
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It is surprising that the polarization method results showed a dramatic deviation from the
empirical scaling law µpGEp/GMp = 1 when Q2 is larger than 2 GeV2.
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FIG. 1.7: Proton electric and magnetic form factor ratio µpGEp/GMp obtained with both the
Rosenbluth separation and polarization techniques. The blue points were obtained from the
Rosenbluth separation method and the red points were obtained from the polarization technique.
Data from references [8, 17, 9, 11, 19, 20, 21, 14]
An ✏-dependent modification of the cross section is necessary to explain the discrep-
ancy between the form factor ratio obtained by the two methods. Recently a number of
theoretical studies of two-photon-exchange (TPE) process [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27] have
been performed because TPE is considered as the main source of this discrepancy. These
studies show that TPE causes a strong angle-dependent correction to the elastic section
and leads to large corrections to the extracted ratio. Fig. 1.8 shows the form factor ratio
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µpGEp/GMp obtained from the two methods and the comparison between the results be-
fore and after the TPE correction to the Rosenbluth separation data. Fig. 1.8 shows that
the TPE correction greatly reduced the discrepancy and brings the Rosenbluth separation
data much closer to and perhaps even in agreement with the polarization data.
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Figure 1-5: Ratio µpGEp/GMp extracted from polarization transfer (filled diamonds)
and Rosenbluth method (open circles). The top (bottom) figures show Rosenbluth
method data without (with) TPE corrections applied to the cross sections. Figures
from [24].
data from the global analysis [24]. The TPE correction brings the high Q2 µpGE/GM
points from unpolarized measurements into decent agreement with the polarization
transfer measurement data.
1.4 Models and Global Fits
While the world experimental data have been quite fruitful for the nucleon electro-
magnetic form factors, significant theoretical progress has also been made in recent
years in understanding the nucleon electromagnetic structure from the underlying
theory of QCD. As the theory of the strong interaction, QCD has been extremely
51
FIG. 1.8: Ratio µpGEp/GMp extracted from polarization transfer (filled diamonds) and Rosen-
bluth method (open circles). The top (bottom) figures show Rosenbluth method data without
(with) TPE corrections applied to the cross sections. Figure is from Ref. [28].
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CHAPTER 2
Physics of Nucleon Form Factors
2.1 Vector Meson Dominance and Dispersion Rela-
tions
2.1.1 Vector Meson Dominance
Vector meson dominance (VMD) is one of the earliest models used to explain the global
features of the nucleon form factors. Instead of a virtual photon exchange between the
electron and the nucleon, the photon couples to the nucleon through vector mesons, ⇢(770),
!(782), and  (1020), in the VMD model as shown in Fig. 2.1. The nucleon form factors
are expressed in terms of photon-meson coupling strengths C V and meson-nucleon vector
form factors FjV as follows:
F is,ivj (q
2) =
X
i
m2iC V i
m2i   q2
FjV i(q
2) =
X
i
m2iC V i
m2i +Q
2
FjV i(q
2) (2.1)
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where the sum is over vector mesons of mass mi and is and iv correspond to the isoscalar
and isovector electromagnetic currents respectively. The form factors are given by:
2Fjp = F
is
j + F
iv
j ; 2Fjn = F
is
j   F ivj (2.2)
where j = 1, 2 and p and n denote the proton and neutron respectively.
e’
e N
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FIG. 2.1: Feynman diagram of the electron nucleon scattering in the VMD model The virtual
photon couples to the nucleon through vector mesons, C V are the photon-meson coupling
strengths and FjV are the meson-nucleon vector form factors.
The VMD model can explain the approximate dipole behavior of the nucleon form
factors (see Eq. 1.24) by considering the contribution of two nearby vector meson poles
with opposite residua. The two vector meson poles have masses mV 1 and mV 2 and if their
residua are of equal magnitude but opposite sign, a and  a respectively, the form factors
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are proportional to:
F1,2(q
2) ⇠ a
q2  m2V 1
+
 a
q2  m2V 1
=
a(m2V 1  m2V 2)
(q2  m2V 1)(q2  m2V 1)
=
a(m2V 1  m2V 2)
(Q2 +m2V 1)(Q
2 +m2V 1)
(2.3)
In 1973, a semi-phenomenological fit was performed by Iachello et al. [29] based on
the VMD model, to describe the proton form factors. The fit models the data for the
GEp
GMp
ratio well in the very low Q2 regime and it predicted a linear decrease with Q2. In
1985, Gari and Kru¨mpelmann [30] extended the VMD model with additional functions in
the definitions of F1 and F2 to include the perturbative QCD (pQCD) scaling relations at
large Q2. And later in the early 90’s, the model was further extended [31] to include the
contribution of the   meson using an independent parametrization designed to conform to
the constraints imposed on the  NN coupling imposed by the OZI rule. In 2001, Lomon
[32] extended the VMD fit by using ⇢(770), !(782),  (1020) and ⇢0(1450) and fitting to
new data. Fig. 2.2 shows the proton form factor ratio data from Je↵erson Lab Hall A as
a function of Q2 with the several VMD model fits mentioned above.
2.1.2 Dispersion Relations
Assuming an unsubtracted dispersion relation (DR), the nucleon form factors F (q2) can
be obtained as:
F is,iv(q2) =
1
⇡
Z 1
t0=4m2⇡ ,9m
2
⇡
ImF (t)
t  q2 dt (2.4)
where F (t) generically stands for any of the four form factors and it is a spectral function.
The integration is performed over the time-like region (q2 > 0) and thus F (t) character-
izes the electromagnetic structure of the nucleon in the time-like region. To extract the
form factors in the space-like region (q2 > 0), a parameterization of F (t) is required. For
the isovector spectral function, a large non-resonant contribution starting from t0 = 4m2⇡
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Figure 1-12: The proton form factor ratio µpGEp/GMp from Je↵erson Lab Hall A
together with calculations from various VMD models.
model [25] by including the width of the ⇢ meson and additional higher mass vector
meson exchanges. The model has been further extended [103] to include the !0(1419)
isoscalar vector meson pole in order to describe the Je↵erson Lab proton form factor
ratio data at high Q2. Fig. 1-12 shows the proton form factor ratio data as a function
of Q2 together with predictions from various VMD models discussed above. While
these models have limited predictive power due to the tunable parameters, once the
high Q2 data have fixed the parameters, the approach to low Q2 can be constrained.
However, one can obviously see that these calculations are still di↵erent in the low
Q2 range. Ho¨hler [104] fit the e N scattering data with a dispersion ansatz, and the
contributions from ⇢, !,  , ⇢0 and !0 were included and parameterized. The proton
form factor ratio is obtained and is in good agreement with the Je↵erson Lab data
up to Q2   3 GeV2 as shown in Fig. 1-13.
In recent years, these VMD relation approaches have been extended to include
chiral perturbation theory [105, 106, 107, 108, 109]. Mergell et al. [105] obtained a
best fit that gave an rms proton radius near 0.85 fm, which is close to the accepted
value of 0.86 fm. However, simultaneously fitting the neutron data did not yield better
results. Hammer et al. [106] included the available data in the time-like region in the
fit to determine the model parameters. The later work by Kubis [109] was restricted
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FIG. 2.2: The proton form factor ratio µpGEp/GMp data from Je↵erson Lab Hall A with
various VMD model fitting results. Figure is from Ref. [33].
and extending under the ⇢-peak is seen. This is from the two-pion continuum. For the
isoscalar spectral function, the integral starts at t0 = 9m2⇡, corresponding to 3⇡ interme-
diate states [5].
The VMD model is a special case of the dispersion analysis in which the spectral
function is parametrized through the experimental data on the coupling of the nucleon
and the electromagnetic current to all possible intermediate hadronic states contributing
to the isoscalar and isovector dispersion integrals.
Ho¨hler and collaborators [34] first estimated the two-pion continuum contribution. In
the 1990s, the analysis was updat d by Mergell, Meissner, and Drechsel [35] to include
the nucleon time-like form factor data. A more recent dispersion analysis by Belushkin
et al. [36] added the contributions from ⇢⇡ and KK¯. World data were analyzed in both
the space-like and time-like regions and the fits are in general agreement with the data.
Fig. 2.3 shows the nucleon space-like form factor fitting results compared to the world
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data.
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Figure 1-14: The nucleon electromagnetic form factors for space-like momentum
transfer with the explicit pQCD continuum. The solid line gives the fit [34] together
with the world data (circles) including the JLab/CLAS data for GMn (triangles),
while the dashed lines indicate the error band. Figure from [34].
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FIG. 2.3: Dispersion relation for the nucleon (space-like) form factors. The solid line gives
the fit together with the world data (circles) including the JLab/CLAS data [37] for GMn
(triangles), while the dashed lines indicate the error band. Figure is from Ref. [36]
2.2 Constituent Quark Models
In the constituent quark model (CQM), the nucleon is treated as the ground state of a
three quark system and the dominant e↵ects of the gluonic degrees of freedom are absorbed
into the mass of these three quarks and an e↵ective potential. A famous example is the
Isgur-Karl [38] model, in which the constituent quarks move in a long-range harmonic
oscillator type confining potential, which is supplemented by a one-gluon-exchange quark-
quark interaction. The one-gluon exchange leads to a color hyperfine interaction between
quarks which accounts for a mass splitting between N(939) and  (1232) and a mass
splitting between the octet and decuplet baryons [39]. This model also predicts a small
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D-state probability for the nucleon ground state, which implies a non-spherical charge
distribution.
The non-relativistic CQM, despite its simplicity, predicts the spectrum of low-lying
baryons very well and gives a relatively good description of baryon static properties, such
as the nucleon magnetic moments and the charge and magnetic radii. However, the quarks
of QCD have small mass compared to the confinement mass scale and thus it is necessary
to include the relativistic e↵ects even at low momentum transfers when calculating the
dynamic quantities such as the form factors. Also, when the momentum transfer is several
times the nucleon mass, a relativistic description becomes crucial.
The relativistic constituent quark models (rCQM) are based on relativistic quantum
mechanics and aim to formulate a mechanics where the Hamiltonian acts on a suitable
Hilbert space, similar to the non-relativistic case. Dirac [40] explored the way to include
relativity and distinguishes between three forms of dynamics, instant form, point form
and light-front form, which di↵er in the choice of the kinematical subgroup of the Poincare´
group. The Poincare´ group contains ten generators, four space-time translations, three
spatial rotations and three boosts.
In the instant form, the dynamical generators are the energy of the system and the
three boost operators. The Einstein mass relation pµpµ = m2 takes the form as follows:
p0 = ±
p
~p2 +m2 (2.5)
There are two solutions for p0 and thus it allows quark-antiquark pair creation and an-
nihilation in the vacuum, which complicates the theory. On the other hand, rotations
don’t contain interactions and this makes it easy to construct states of definite angular
momentum in the instant form.
In the point form, both boosts and rotations are kinematical and all four components
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of the four-vector operator are dynamical. It has the advantage that the angular momenta
and Lorentz boosts are the same as the free case and the disadvantage that it complicates
dealing with all four momentum components.
In the light-front form, seven of the dynamical variables are kinematical and the dy-
namical variables are the one component of the four momentum operator and two trans-
verse rotations. This system has a simple Hamiltonian without negative energies, making
it easy to separate the motion of the center of the mass of the system and the relative
motion of the particles in the system. Diagrams involving quarks created out of, or anni-
hilated into, the vacuum do not contribute because no negative energies are allowed. Its
main drawback is that the construction of states with definite total angular momentum
depends on the interactions among the quarks.
The light-front form calculation of the nucleon form factors was first introduced by
Berestetsky and Terentev [47, 48] and then developed by Chung and Coester [41]. This
calculation starts from a rest frame nucleon wave function for the three-quark system
which is fitted to the baryon spectrum and then a Melosh rotation [49] of each of the
quark spinors is used to obtain the nucleon wave function in the light-front form. Fig. 2.4
shows this calculation is in surprisingly good agreement with the observed GEp/GMp, but
it yields nucleon form factors dropping too fast at larger Q2 when using constituent quark
masses around 330 MeV. Schlumpf [50, 51] developed the nucleon light-front wave function
from Chung and Coester, adopting a power law dependence in terms of the quark internal
momentum variables. This model has only two free parameters, the constituent quark
mass m = 263 MeV and the confinement scale ↵ = 607 MeV, determined by fitting the
magnetic moments and semileptonic decays of the baryon octet. Frank, Jennings and
Miller [42, 52] used the wave function of Schlumpf and demonstrated that it leads to a
violation of hadron helicity conservation, which leads to a fallo↵ of F2p/F1p slower than
1/Q2 [53], in agreement with the GEp/GMp polarization data.
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power law dependence in the quadratic quark internal momentum variables. The two parameters in Schlumpf’s
WF were fitted to magnetic moments and semi-leptonic decays of the baryon octet. The resulting e.m. FF cal-
culations reproduce reasonably well the power behavior of the FF at larger Q2. The WF of Schlumpf was
also used by Frank, Jennings, and Miller [Fra96, Mil02a]. They found that such a light-front WF leads to a
violation of hadron helicity conservation resulting in a F2p/F1p ratio which drops less fast than 1/Q2 [Mil02a],
in agreement with the GEp/GMp polarization data.
Figure 32: Comparison of relativistic CQM calculations with the data for µpGEp/GMp. Dotted curve : front form
calculation of Chung and Coester [Chu91] with point-like constituent quarks; thick solid curve : front form calculation
of Frank et al. [Fra96]; dot-dashed curve : front form calculation of Cardarelli et al. [Car95, Car00] with point-like
constituent quarks; dashed curve : point form calculation of Boffi et al. [Bof01] in the Goldstone boson exchange model
with point-like constituent quarks; thin solid curve : covariant spectator model of Gross and Agbakpe [Gro06]. The data
are from [Pun05] (solid circles) and [Gay02] (empty squares).
TheWFs in the calculations described above were however not constructed from a detailed fit to the baryon
spectrum. Cardarelli et al. subsequently performed a more “microscopic” light-front calculation [Car95,
Car00] where the light-front WF was obtained from a rest frame WF which provided a fit to the spectrum. The
rest frame WF was taken from the relativized Capstick-Isgur model [Cap86]. Using this WF, the constituent
quark momentum distribution in the nucleon was found to yield an important content of high-momentum com-
ponents, which are generated by the short-range part of the quark-quark interaction, which is due to one-gluon
exchange in the Capstick-Isgur model. These components are completely absent if one only considers the
linear confinement potential in the model.
In a CQM calculation, the effect of other degrees of freedom beyond three quarks are buried within the
constituent quarks, which are considered as quasi-particles. In the absence of a microscopic calculation, such
effects are parameterized in terms of constituent quark FFs. In [Pet03], it was shown that the data for the
proton unpolarized forward structure function at low momentum transfers exhibits a new scaling property and
can be interpreted as quasi-elastic scattering off extended constituent quarks inside the proton described by a
constituent quark FF. The resulting constituent size is around 0.2 - 0.3 fm. Using such effective constituent
quark FF in the light-front form calculation of [Car00], allows a good description of the individual nucleon
FFs, see [Pac00]. Note however that the experimentalGEp/GMp ratio can basically be reproduced using point-
like constituent quarks, see Fig. 32. The suppression of the GEp/GMp ratio with respect to the dipole-fit as
predicted in the light-front form CQM calculation is attributed to relativistic effects generated by the Melosh
rotations of the constituent quark spins. These Melosh rotations introduce kinematical SU(6) breaking effects
in addition to the dynamical SU(6) breaking due to the (hyperfine) one-gluon exchange potential.
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FIG. 2.4: Comparison of relativistic CQM calculations with data for µpGEp/GMp. Dotted
curve: front form calculation of Chung and Coester [41] with point-like constituent quarks;
thick solid curve: front form calculation of Frank et al. [42]; dot-dashed curve : front form
calculation of Cardarelli et al. [43, 44] with point-like constituent quarks; dashed curve: point
form calculation of Bo  et al. [45] in the Goldstone boson exchange model with point-like
constituent quarks; thin solid curve: covariant spectator model of Gross and Agbakpe [46]. The
data are from Ref. [20] and Ref. [21]. Figure is from Ref. [5].
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Cardarelli et al. [43, 44] have studied the consequences of the breaking of the SU(6)
symmetry of the nucleon by the Melosh rotations using another approach to the relativis-
tic constituent quark model in the light front form. The rest frame wave function was
taken from the relativized Chapstick-Isgur model [54], which uses a one-gluon exchange
potential. Recently Wagenbrunn, Bo  et al. calculated the nucleon form factors using
the Goldstone-Boson-exchange (GBE) constituent quark model [45, 55, 56]. It was found
when performing a point-form calculation of the nucleon form factors at larger Q2 within
the impulse approximation, a good overall description can be obtained, but GMp is un-
derestimated and thus the ratio of GEp/GMp is overestimated (shown as Fig. 2.4). The
comparison between various CQM models and the data in the Q21 to 6 GeV2 region are
shown in Fig. 2.4.
In conclusion, the constituent quark models include relativistic e↵ects and have been
successful in describing the nucleon form factors. However, they also have shortcomings
as they do not satisfy all symmetry properties of the QCD Lagrangian.
2.3 Perturbative (pQCD)
In the theory of Quantum ChromoDynamics (QCD), the coupling constant ↵s depends on
Q2:
↵s(Q
2) =
↵s(0)
1 + ↵s(0)16⇡2 (11  23Nf )ln( Q
2
⇤2QCD
)
(2.6)
where Nf is the number of quark flavors and ⇤QCD is the QCD mass scale. The behavior
of the strong coupling constant, which is high at low Q2 and low at high Q2, allows
perturbative theory techniques to be applied when Q2   ⇤2QCD.
In pQCD, the nucleon can be viewed as a system of three massless, weakly-interacting
quarks moving collinearly in a reference frame in which the nucleon is moving with infinite
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momentum. Each quark carries a light-front 3-momentum fraction xi, (i=1,2,3), and the
three quarks carry all the nucleon momentum, that is x1 + x2 + x3 = 1. The transverse
momenta of the quarks are assumed small enough to be neglected.
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x1p
x3p
x2p
x1p
y3p0
y2p0
y1p0
y3p0
y2p0
y1p0
q
q1
q2
q
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q2
Figure 2-3: Example feynman diagrams contributing to eN ! eN at leading order
in ↵s in pQCD. The total O↵2s contribution includes all possible permutations and
time-orderings of the two required gluon exchanges.
process to occur. A subset of the possible two-gluon exchanges is shown in figure 2-3.
The virtual photon carries the momentum transfer Q2, while the two gluons carry
momentum transfers q21 and q
2
2, respectively, where Q
2, Q21,2   ⇤2.
It was shown in [89] that the nucleon form factor in this high Q2 limit can be
written in the factorized form
F (Q2) =
Z 1
0
dx
Z 1
0
dy ⇤(y)T (x, y,Q2) (x) (2.16)
where dx ⌘ dx1dx2dx3 (1  x1   x2   x3) and dy ⌘ dy1dy2dy3 (1  y1   y2   y3) are
the momentum fractions of the quarks in the initial and final nucleons, respectively,
collision. This can be understood in terms of confinement. If one of the quarks is struck by a very
hard virtual photon and fails to share the imparted momentum among the two spectator quarks, it
will move rapidly away from the original three-quark center of mass. As the attractive color potential
between the struck quark and the inert spectator quarks increases with distance, it becomes more
energetically favorable for a qq¯ pair to pop out of the vacuum, leaving two or more colorless hadrons
in the final state. In other words, the struck quark fragments into secondary hadrons. Another
possibility is the excitation of nucleon resonances such as the  . In either case, the reaction is no
longer elastic scattering, which is why at very high momentum transfers corresponding to very short
distances, elastic scattering cannot occur without a minimum of two hard gluon exchanges sharing
the transferred momentum among the three quarks. Formally speaking, the arguments leading to the
dimensional scaling law rest on certain assumptions about the ultraviolet and infrared behavior of
the bound-state nucleon wave function–namely, each of the hadronic constituents must carry a finite
fraction of the hadron momentum and no internal mass scale may be present. These assumptions are
naturally satisfied in renormalizable field theories such as QCD[88] for su ciently large momentum
transfers.
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FIG. 2.5: Two typical Feynman diagrams c tributing to eN ! N at leading order in ↵s
in pQCD. The left and right panels show two di↵erent possibilities of the two required gluon
exchanges. Figure is from Ref. [57].
For hard elastic scattering, the electron is scattered from a single quark and the
quarks in the recoil ucleon redistrib te thei momentum o t at they remain collinear
after the scattering event. The struck quark interacts with the other quarks through gluon
propagators and for n quarks to remain collinear after the scattering, there must be at
least (n 1) gluons exchanged. Each possibility for n = 3 is shown in Fig. 2.5. The nucleon
form factor i this high Q2 limit can be writt n in the factorized form:
F (Q2) =
Z 1
0
dx
Z 1
0
dy (y)T (x, y,Q2) (x) (2.7)
where dx ⌘ dx1dx2dx3 (1   x1   x2   x3) and dy ⌘ dy1dy2dy3 (1   y1   y2   y3), with
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xi, (i=1,2,3) and yi, (i=1,2,3) being the momentum fraction of each quark of the initial and final
nucleon, respectively. T (x, y,Q2) is the transition operator for the process   + 3q ! 3q
and  (x) and  (y) are the light-front quark distribution amplitudes (DAs) integrated
over transverse momenta of quarks in the initial and final nucleons. The elasticity of the
reaction is characterized by the fact that all quarks stay collinear in the process due to
the struck quark transfering the absorbed momentum from the virtual photon to the other
two quarks via gluons. Each gluon exchange contributes a factor of ↵s(q2i ) for the two qqg
vertices and each gluon propagator contributes a factor 1/q2i . The leading asymptotic Q
2
dependence of the form factor contained in T can be guessed as:
F (Q2 !1) / ↵s(q
2
1)↵s(q
2
2)
q21q
2
2
f(x, y) / 1
Q4
(2.8)
The leading Q 4 dependence applies to the helicity-conserving Dirac form factor F1. For
the helicity non-conserving Pauli form factor F2, it is suppressed by a factorm2/Q2 relative
to F1, where m is an e↵ective quark mass. This leads to the leading Q 6 dependence of F2.
The definition of the magnetic Sachs form factor implies the asymptotic behavior of GM
must also be GM(Q2 ! 1) / Q 4, according to the behavior of F1 and F2. The proton
magnetic form factor has been measured to higher Q2 values than any other nucleon form
factor and Fig. 2.6 shows Q4GMp/µp extending to Q2 above 30 GeV2. The plots shows
that GMp approximately satisfies the pQCD scaling prediction in the Q2 range from 5 to
10 GeV2, but GMp(Q2) falls faster than the prediction at larger Q2.
The assumption of quarks moving collinearly with the proton in pQCD has been
investigated by Belitsky, Ji and Yuan [2]. They found that when including components
in the nucleon light-cone wave functions with quark orbital angular momentum projection
lz = 1, the behavior of F2/F1 ! ln2(Q2/⇤2)/Q2 at large Q2 is obtained with ⇤ being a non-
pertubative mass scale. Fig. 2.7 gives a test of this modified scaling prediction for F2/F1
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Figure 2-4: Q4GpM/µp at high Q
2. See text for references.
cone nucleon wavefunctions at leading (twist-3) and subleading (twist-4) twist. In
contrast to the pQCD analysis of F1, in this calculation, the quark transverse momenta
k  were considered to first order in k2 /Q
2 in order to allow for orbital angular
momentum of the constituents. Logarithmic singularities arising in the integration
of the nucleon DAs over momentum fractions in this approach contribute an extra
logarithmic Q2 dependence of F2. Of particular interest where the results presented
in this thesis are concerned is that these considerations lead to a modified scaling
behavior for the ratio F2/F1 at large Q2. Instead of Q2F2 / F1, Belitsky et al.[91]
find
Q2
log2
⇣
Q2
⇤2
⌘F2 / F1 (2.18)
at large momentum transfer, where ⇤ is loosely related to the QCD scale parameter
⇤QCD. The recoil polarization data[32, 33, 31] for F
p
2 /F
p
1 are compatible with such a
scaling starting at surprisingly low Q2 for a surprisingly wide range of ⇤ values (see
figure 2-5). As this experiment extends the database of F p2 /F
p
1 to higher Q
2, it will
be interesting to determine the extent to which this scaling continues to be satisfied.
The ratio of Pauli and Dirac form factors F2/F1 is given in terms of Sachs form factors
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FIG. 2.6: Q4GMp/µp vs. Q2. The data of Bartel et al. is from Ref. [17]. The data of Berger
et al. is from Ref. [9]. The data of Andivahis et al. is from Ref. [8]. The data of Kirk et al. is
from Ref. [58]. The data of Sill et al. is from Ref. [18]. Figure is from Ref. [57].
and it shows the prediction is in good agreement with the data starting at surprisingly low
Q2. ⇤ is chosen as 0.3 GeV.
2.4 Su mary
This chapter gives a brief discussion of various theoretical models of the nucleon form
factors, however some important topics have been omitted. The lattice QCD simulations,
the pion cloud mechanism, and the generalized parton distributions have not been covered.
Readers can refer to Ref. [5], which has extensive discussion of these and additional topics.
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Figure 43: Test of the scaling behavior of the proton FFs. Upper left panel : proton Dirac FF multiplied by Q4. Lower
left panel : ratio of Pauli to Dirac proton FFs multiplied by Q2. Right panel : test of the modified scaling prediction for
F2p/F1p of [Bel03]. The data for F1p are from [Sil93] (solid squares). Data for the ratio F2p/F1p on both panels are
from [Pun05] (blue solid circles), [Gay01] (red open triangles), and [Gay02] (red solid squares). The curves on the left
panels represent the calculation based on the three parameter modified Regge GPD parametrization of [Gui05].
dominate at accessible values of Q2. In [Nes83], the soft contribution to the nucleon e.m. FFs was estimated
using a model based on local quark-hadron duality, and was found to yield an approximate 1/Q4 behavior in
the range Q2 ⇠ 10  20 GeV2, in qualitative agreement with the F1p data.
In a more recent work, the soft contribution was evaluated within the light-cone sum rule (LCSR) ap-
proach [Bra06]. Using asymptotic DAs for the nucleon, the LCSR approach yields values of GMp and GMn
which are within 20 % compatible with the data in the rangeQ2 ⇠ 1 10 GeV2. The electric FFs however were
found to be much more difficult to describe, withGEn overestimated, and GEp/GMp near constant when using
an asymptotic nucleon DA. Only when including twist-3 and twist-4 nucleon DAs within a simple model, is a
qualitative description of the electric proton and neutron FFs obtained. Such higher twist components hint at
the importance of quark angular momentum components in the nucleon WF.
In Sect. 4.6, we have shown that the nucleon e.m. FFs can be obtained from model independent GPD sum
rules. These GPDs, represented by the lower blob in Fig. 40, are non-perturbative objects which include higher
Fock components in the nucleon WFs. One can use a GPD parametrization to provide an estimate of the soft
contributions, and expects this non-perturbative approach to be relevant in the low and intermediate Q2 region
for the FFs. This is shown in Fig. 43 (solid curves) from which one sees that the GPD Regge parametrization
discussed above is able to explain at the same time an approximate 1/Q4 behavior for F1p and a behavior for
F2p/F1p which falls less steep than 1/Q2. Forthcoming experiments at the Jefferson Lab 12 GeV facility will
extend the data for F2p/F1p to Q2 values around 13 GeV2. Such measurements will allow to quantify in detail
the higher Fock components in the nucleon WF (which are all included in the nucleon GPD) versus the simple
three-quark Fock component, and to map out the transition to the perturbative QCD regime.
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FIG. 2.7: Test of the modified scaling prediction for F2p/F1p of Ref. [2]. Data of the blue
solid circles are from Ref. [20] and data of the red solid squares are from Ref. [21]. Figure is
from Ref. [5].
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CHAPTER 3
Experimental Setup
3.1 Overview
Experiment E12-07-108 aimed to measure the elastic electron-proton cross-section with
high precision in the Q2 range from 7 GeV2 to 11 GeV2. There were three production runs
taken at the Thomas Je↵erson National Accelerator Facility (JLab) in experimental Hall A
(see Chap. 3.2.2) in the spring of 2015, the spring and fall of 2016. The blue diamonds in
Fig. 3.1 show the Q2 that were obtained by experiment E12-07-108. The e p elastic cross
sections of four kinematics, with Q2 = 0.66, 1.10, 1.51, and 1.65 GeV2, were measured
in the spring of 2015 and will be talked about in this thesis. When Q2 > 5GeV2, only
a few previous measurements were performed with large uncertainties. To obtain better
knowledge of the e   p elastic cross sections at higher Q2, experiment E12-07-108 took
data in the Q2 range 1.86 - 16.54 GeV2 in the spring and fall of 2016, which are being
analyzed by experiment E12-07-108 collaboration and not discussed in this thesis.
A 3-D model of the experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 3.2, which includes the
beam-line elements (see Section 3.2), the liquid hydrogen target, left High Resolution Spec-
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trometer (Left-HRS) and right High Resolution Spectrometer (Right-HRS)(see Chapter 4).
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FIG. 3.1: The Q2 measured by experiment E12-07-108 shown with the e p elastic cross sections
obtained by the analysis in this thesis and previous measurements. The blue diamonds
represent the Q2 measured by experiment E12-07-108; the red circles show the e   p elastic
cross sections obtained the experimental data in the spring of 2015 (discussed in this thesis);
black markers show the cross sections obtained from previous measurements; (d /d⌦)1 ,dipole
is the reduced cross section obtained with GEp = GD and GMp = µpGD. Data from references
[8, 18, 16, 11].
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Left%HRS Spectrometer Right%HRS Spectrometer
Detectors
Target
Beam%line
FIG. 3.2: 3-D model of the E12-07-108 experimental apparatus. The electron beam is incident
on a liquid hydrogen target and the scattered electrons are detected by both the Left-HRS and
Right-HRS spectrometers. The detectors are moved out the detector huts in this figure to get
a better view.
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3.2 Accelerator and Beam Line Components
3.2.1 Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility
Je↵erson Laboratory’s superconducting radiofrequency (srf) Continuous Electron Beam
Accelerator Facility (CEBAF) provides multi-GeV continuous-wave (cw) electron beams
for experiments at the nuclear and particle physics interface [59]. CEBAF was origi-
nally designed to accelerate electrons up to 4 GeV by recirculating the beam up to four
times through two superconducting linacs, each producing an energy gain of 400 MeV per
pass [60]. The original design goal was fully achieved in 1995 with an accelerating gradient
of 5 MV/m.
The srf technology makes it possible to upgrade the accelerator to higher energies.
On August 6, 2000, Je↵erson Lab announced that the CEBAF accelerator boosted the
electron energy to 6.07 GeV by raising the average cavity gradient to 7.5 MV/m and
recirculating the beam up to five times. To expand the opportunity to study the quark
structure of nuclei, JLab began the 12 GeV construction in 2009. As shown in Fig. 3.3,
using space already available in the accelerator tunnels, 10 higher performance cryomodules
were installed.
As shown in Fig. 3.3, the main accelerator section of CEBAF consists of two antipar-
allel linacs connected by recirculating arcs. Each linac originally contained 20 cryomodules
and 5 more were added for the 12 GeV upgrade. The electrons are first injected into the
accelerator from either a thermionic or a polarized gun and are accelerated to 50 MeV.
Then the electrons are injected into the north linac and are accelerated through the cry-
modules. When the electrons reach the end of the north linac, they are steered through
the 180  bending arcs and are passed on to the south linac. The electrons are continuously
accelerated in the south linac and when they reach the end, the electrons can be passed
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FIG. 3.3: Sketch of the CEBAF accelerator. The beam travels once through the north and
south linacs with each recirculation, when it can be extracted into any of the Halls.
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on to the north linac or extracted to Hall A, B or C. When an experiment requires higher
electron beam energy, the electrons can be recirculated up to five times. Di↵erent but
correlated beams can be simultaneously delivered to four experiment halls.
3.2.2 Hall A
Beam Dump
ARC
BPMBCM Raster
Q1
Q2
D1
Q3
Q2
D1
Q3
Q1
VDC
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S2m
Shower1
Shower2
Gas Cer
S0
S2m
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SC
VDC
LH2 Target
Hall A Side Wall
L;HRS
R;HRS
FIG. 3.4: Floor plan during experiment E12-07-108. VDC is the vertical drift chamber (see
Chapter 4.2.1); SC is the straw chamber (see Chapter 4.2.2); S0 and S2m are the scintillators
(see Chapter 4.2.3); Gas Cer is the gas Cherenkov detector (see Chapter 4.2.4); Pre-shower,
shower, shower1, and shower2 are the electromagnetic calorimeters (see Chapter 4.2.5).
Experimental Hall A is one of the four experiment Halls at Je↵erson Lab, with a
diameter of 53 m. The central components of Hall A are two identical high resolution
spectrometers (HRSs), which provide a momentum resolution of better than  p/p = 2
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⇥ 10 4 and a horizontal angular resolution of better than 2 mrad at a design maximum
central momentum of 4 GeV [60]. The magnet configuration is of a QQDQ type with a
vertical bend: a pair of superconducting quadrupoles followed by a 6.6 m long dipole and
a third superconducting quadrupole.
The floor plan during experiment E12-07-108 is shown in Fig. 3.4. The key elements
include the beam-line components, the target, the Left-HRS and the Right-HRS.
3.2.3 Beam Energy Measurement
Arc Energy Method
To measure the elastic e-p cross-section with high precision, the energy of the electron beam
needs to be measured precisely. Experiment 12-07-108 uses the arc energy method [60] to
determine the beam energy with an uncertainty of  EE = 5⇥10 4 for the first pass beam.
When an electron travels in a uniform magnetic field, it moves in a circular trajec-
tory, the radius of which depends on both the magnitude of the magnetic field and the
momentum of the electron. Based on this principle, the arc energy method determines
the energy by passing the electron in a known magnetic field and measuring the deflection
of the beam in the arc section of the beam-line. The nominal bend angle of the beam in
the arc section is 34.3 . The measurement is made when the beam is tuned in dispersive
mode in the arc section. The momentum of the beam p is related to the field integral of
the eight dipoles (
R  !
B · !d l) and the net bend angle through the arc section (✓) by
p = k
R  !
B · !d l
✓
(3.1)
where k = 0.299792 GeV rad T 1m 1/c.
The arc setup is illustrated in Fig. 3.5. The arc energy method measures the magnetic
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field integral of the bending elements (eight dipoles in the arc) based on a reference magnet
(9th dipole) and the actual bend angle of the arc using a set of wire scanners (SuperHarps).
This method is an invasive measurement. It therefore cannot be made in parallel with the
production data taking.
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Figure 3-4: Schematic of the arc energy measurement [127]
Fig. 3-3. The beam components will be discussed in the following subsections.
3.2.3 Beam Energy Measurement
Two methods were used to determine the electron beam energy during experiment
E06-010:
• Arc energy method [124], precisely measured the bending angle of the beam
(  =      ) when it passed through a given magnetic field which bended the
electron beam into Hall A. The Arc setup is illustrated in Fig. 3-4. The beam
momentum p can be calculated by
p = k
´
B · dl
 
, (3.1)
where
´
B · dl (in Tm) is the integral of transverse magnetic field along the
trajectory of the beam and k = 0.299792GeV radT 1m 1/c. The Arc energy
method is an invasive measurement, i.e., it cannot be made in parallel to the
production data taking. For experiment E06-010, one Arc measurement was
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FIG. 3.5: Schematic of the arc energy measurement. Figure is from Ref. [61].
The beam energy during the experiment was monitored by the “Tiefenbach” value
and cross checked by the arc measurement. This value is calculated by
R  !
B · !d l of Hall A
arc and Hall A arc beam position monitors, giving the launch and exit angles of the beam
through the arc. This number is continuously recorded in the data stream and was used
in the data analysis. The relative error on the Tiefenbach energy is  EE  1 ⇥ 10 3. The
Arc measurements shows that the Tiefenbach energy needs to be scaled by 1.002 for the
first pass beam and we use the Tiefenbach energy uncertainty as the beam uncertainty.
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3.2.4 Beam Position and Direction
Determining the position and direction of the beam at the target location is essential for
experiment E12-07-108. Precise knowledge of the beam position and direction is important
for spectrometer optics calibration and thus for event track-reconstruction.
Two Beam Position Monitors (BPMA and BMPB) are used to determine the position
and direction of the beam at the target location [60]. They are located 7.345 m and 2.214
m upstream of the Hall A pivot. Each BPM is a resonant cavity with a 4-wire antenna
with frequency tuned to match the RF frequency of the beam (1497 MHz). The output
signal of the BPM is proportional to the distance from the beam. The BPMs provide
a non-destructive determination of the position and direction of the beam at the target
location. The standard di↵erence-over-sum technique is used to determine the relative
position of the beam to 100 µm for currents above 1 µA [62, 63]. The absolute position
of the beam can be determined from the BPMs by calibrating them with respect to wire
scanners (Superharps), which are located adjacent to each BPM (see Fig. 3.6). The wire
scanners are surveyed with respect to the Hall A coordinates at regular intervals and the
results are reproducible at the level of 200 µm. The signal from each BPM is recorded by
the DAQ for each event. The central beam position and direction at the target are linearly
extrapolated using the beam position at both BPMs.
Experiment E12-07-108 used a liquid H2 target. To avoid overheating on a single spot
of the target, the narrow (<0.3 mm wide) CEBAF beam was rastered to homogeneously
cover a square shape with a size around 5 mm (vertical) ⇥ 3.6 mm (horizontal) during the
spring of 2015 production run. The beam raster consisted of two sets of steering magnets,
located about 23 meters upstream of the target. The shift of the beam relative to the
average beam position was proportional to the current in the raster magnets, which was
recorded by analog-to-digital converters for each event.
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FIG. 3.6: Layout of Hall A beamline components for experiment E12-07-108.
3.2.5 Beam Current Measurement
The Beam Current Monitor (BCM) of Hall A is designed for a stable, low-noise, non-
interfering beam current measurement. It consists of an Unser monitor, two RF cavities,
associated electronics and a data-acquisition system [60]. As shown in Fig. 3.6, the Unser
monitor is located between the two RF cavities, which are called BCM1 and BCM2. They
are located ⇠ 25 m upstream of the target and are enclosed in a temperature-stabilized
magnetic shielding box. The Unser monitor is a Parametric Current Transformer which
provides an absolute reference [64]. The monitor is calibrated by passing a known current
through a wire inside the beam pipe and has a nominal output of 4 mV/µA. As the Unser
monitor’s output signal drifts significantly on a time scale of several minutes, it cannot
be used to continuously monitor the beam current and thus it is only used to periodically
calibrate BCM1 and BCM2.
BCM1 and BCM2 are stainless steel cylindrical high-Q ( ⇠ 3000) waveguides which
are tuned to the frequency of the beam (1.497 GHz) resulting in voltage levels at their
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outputs which are proportional to the beam current. Each of the RF output signals from
the two monitors is split into two parts (to be sampled or integrated).
Sampled signals
For the sampled BCM data, one of the amplifier outputs is sent to a high-precision digital
AC voltmeter. This device provides, once every second, a digital output which represents
the RMS of the input signal during that second. The resulting number is proportional
to the beam charge accumulated during the corresponding second (or, equivalently, the
average beam current for that second).
Integrated signals
For the integrated BCM data, the other amplifier output is sent to an RMS-to-DC con-
verter, producing an analog DC voltage level. This level drives a Voltage-To-Frequency
(VTOF) converter whose output frequency is proportional to the input DC voltage level.
These signals are then fed to 200 MHz VME scalers, which accumulate during the run.
The scalers produce a number proportional to the time-integrated voltage level, and there-
fore more accurately represent the total beam charge. The regular RMS-to-DC output is
linear for currents from about 5 mA to well above 200 mA. A set of amplifiers has been
introduced with gain factors of 1, 3 and 10. The higher-gain signals are used for lower
current experiments, at the expense of saturation at high currents, while the gain factor 1
works best for the higher beam currents. Hence, there is a set of three signals coming from
each of the upstream and downstream RF BCMs. These six signals are fed to scaler inputs
of both Left-HRS and Right-HRS DAQs, providing redundant beam charge information.
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TABLE 3.1: List of the targets on the ladder of Hall A for experiment E12-07-108.
Target Name Distance from Top (in) Distance from Home (in) Target Type
Loop 1 0 25.558 4 cm Hydrogen
Loop 2 5.875 19.683 15 cm Hydrogen
Loop 3 11.75 13.808 15 cm Hydrogen
4 cm Dummy 14.963 10.595 Aluminum 3003
15 cm dummy 16.163 9.395 Aluminum 7075
optics 16.713 8.845 Carbon Graphite
empty 1 17.713 7.845 N/A
empty 2 18.263 7.295 N/A
BeO 18.813 6.745 Beryllium Oxide
Carbon hole 19.363 6.195 Carbon Graphite
Carbon 19.913 5.645 Carbon Graphite
Home - 0 N/A
3.2.6 Hall A Cryogenic Target System
The cryogenic target system of Hall A is mounted on a ladder inside the vacuum scattering
chamber. A target is chosen to intersect with the beam by moving the ladder vertically
up and down. This operation is done remotely in the control room (counting house).
The cryogenic target has three independent loops. During spring 2015, Loop 1 (4
cm target) and Loop 2 (15 cm target) were filled with liquid hydrogen (LH2) and Loop
3 (15 cm target) was filled with deuterium gas. The loops have cylindrical aluminum
cells ending with a hemispherical tip. The Loop2 target was used during spring 2015 at a
constant temperature of 19 K and pressure of 25 psi with a density of 0.0732 g/ml. The
length of the target is 15 cm, the width of the target is 7.62 cm and the radius of the
tip is 3.81 cm. The sidewalls of the aluminum cell are 0.173 mm thick with an entrance
(upstream) window of 0.175 mm thick and an exit (downstream) exit window of 0.132
mm thick. The ladder also includes one 4 cm and one 15 cm dummy target for target-
windows background measurement, an optics target (multi-foil carbon) for event trajectory
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FIG. 3.7: The photograph of the target ladder inside the scattering chamber in the spring of
2015.
reconstruction calibration and a carbon hole target for beam position calibration. All of
the targets on the ladder and their positions are listed in Table 3.1. The dummy targets are
aluminum foils mounted on separate frames with foils located at z positions corresponding
to the cryogenic target exit and entrance windows. The optics target consists of 5 carbon
(99.95% C) foils in a linear array with foils separated by 3.75 cm. A photograph (see
Fig. 3.7) shows what the target looks like in the vacuum scattering chamber.
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CHAPTER 4
High Resolution Spectrometers
(HRSs)
4.1 Overview
The High Resolution Spectrometers (Left-HRS and Right-HRS) are the standard experi-
mental apparatus in Hall A [60]. As shown in Fig. 4.1 , the vertical bending design includes
a pair of superconducting cos(2✓) quadrupoles followed by a 6.6 m long dipole magnet with
focusing entrance and exit pole faces and includes additional focusing from a field gradient
in the dipole. Following the dipole is a third superconducting cos(2✓) quadrupole. The
first quadrupole, Q1, is convergent in the dispersive (vertical) plane. The second and
third quadrupoles of each spectrometer, Q2 and Q3, are identical in design and construc-
tion because they have similar field and size requirements and they both provide transverse
focusing.
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Figure 3-12: Schematic of Hall A High Resolution Spectrometer and the detector
package for the E06-010 experiment
bending design includes a pair of superconducting cos(2 ) quadrupoles followed by
a 6.6 m long dipole magnet with focusing entrance and exit pole faces, including
additional focusing from a field gradient in the dipole. Following the dipole is a
third superconducting cos(2 ) quadrupole. The first quadrupole Q1 is convergent in
the dispersive (vertical) plane. Q2 and Q3 are identical and both provide transverse
focusing. The main design characteristics of the spectrometers are shown in Table 3.1.
3.4.2 Detector Packages
As shown in Fig. 3-12, the detectors and all of the Data-Acquisition (DAQ) electron-
ics are located inside a detector hut to protect them against radiation background.
The detector package was configured to provide tracking and optimized particle iden-
tification for pions, as discussed in this subsection. The calibration and PID cuts will
be discussed in Sec. 5.2.1.1 and Sec. 5.3.3, respectively.
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FIG. 4.1: Schematic of Hall A High Resolution Spectrometer and the detector package for the
E12-07-108 experiment.
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4.2 Detector Packages
As shown in Fig. 4.1, the detectors and all of the Data-Acquisition (DAQ) electronics are
located inside a detector hut which protects them from background radiation.
4.2.1 Vertical Drift Chambers (VDCs)
The tracking information was provided by a pair of vertical drift chambers (VDCs) on each
arm of the HRSs [65], which were the first devices in the detector hut as shown in Fig. 4.1.
In the dual-VDC system (see Fig. 4.2), the lower VDC is positioned to coincide as closely
as possible with the spectrometer focal plane, and a second VDC is located above it to
enable precise angular reconstruction of particle trajectories. The two VDC chambers are
placed horizontally with the long edge along the dispersive direction, and with a vertical
separation of about 335 mm. In each chamber, there are two wire planes, orthogonal to
each other which lie in the horizontal plane of the laboratory, and both are oriented at 45 
with respect to the dispersive direction.
To make the electric field in the drift region more uniform and to reduce cross-talk
between adjacent drift cells, drift chambers commonly use guard wires. They are gen-
erally located in the plane of, and in between, the sense wires, and are held at ground
potential [66, 67]. The guard wires create an inactive drift cell and as a result, the overall
chamber thickness needed for a given number of cells to be traversed by a particle track
is increased. Thus, a higher operating voltage for a given average field is required, while a
moderate operating voltage is prudent in the humid coastal Virginia climate.
Instead of using guard wires, the Hall AVDCs sandwich the sense wires between two
cathode planes. Fig. 4.3 shows a cross section of the sense region for a single wire plane;
the distance between two cathode plane is 26 mm and the sense wires are spaced 4.24
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All outside surfaces of the Stesalit frames are
plated with a 70 mm thick layer of copper to
suppress RF pickup and static charge buildup.
Further, after assembly, the entire chassis is
covered with an outer sheathing of 125 mm thick
copper. The individual copper plates forming this
Fig. 1. Schematic layout of the VDCs (not to scale). The rectangular area of each wire frame aperture is 2.118m! 0.288m (see Section
3.2.1). The U and V sense wires are orthogonal to each other and lie in the horizontal plane of the laboratory. They are inclined at an
angle of 451 with respect to both the dispersive and non-dispersive directions. The lower VDC coincides (essentially) with the
spectrometer focal plane. The vertical offset between like wire planes in 0.335m.
K.G. Fissum et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 474 (2001) 108–131110
FIG. 4.2: Schematic layout of the VDCs (not to scale). The rectangular area f each wir frame
aperture is 2.118 m ⇥ 0.228 m. The U and V e se wires are orthogonal to each other and
lie in the horizontal plane of laboratory. They are inclined at an angle of 45  with respect to
both dispersive and non-dispersive directions. The lower VDC coincides (essentially) with the
spectrometer focal plane. The vertical o↵set between t wire planes is 0.335 m. Figure is from
Ref. [65].
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mm apart. A negative high voltage is applied to the cathode planes and the sense wires
are grounded, which produces the electric field lines as shown by the black arrow lines in
Fig. 4.3. The chambers are filled with a gas mixture of argon (62%) and ethane (38%).
There are a total of 400 wires for each plane, spaced 4.24 mm apart, 368 of which are sense
wires. The remaining 16 wires at each end of the wire plane have gradually increasing
diameters and decreasing lengths for field-shaping purposes. The nominal trajectory angle
for the HRS in the spectrometer mid-plane (see Fig. 4.2) is 45 , and it corresponds to the
angle of 52  in a plane perpendicular to the sense wires given the orientation of the wires
with respect to the spectrometer mid-plane. For a typical track, as shown in Fig. 4.3,
the charged particle passes through the chamber as shown by the red arrow and produces
electron and ion pairs along its path. The ionized electrons drift along the electric field
lines (magenta arrows), which is the path that takes the least time for the ionized electrons
to travel from the trajectory to the sense wire, and a typical track fires an average of five
sensor wires (orange dots in Fig. 4.3). A negative analog signal is collected at the sense
wire and transmitted to the read-out card, where the signal is amplified and discriminated
and a logic output is produced.
4.2.2 Straw Chamber (SC)
Experiment E12-07-108, also called the GMp experiment, used VDCs to obtain the track-
ing information of the scattered electrons in each spectrometer arm. By analyzing the data
from the VDCs, the electron’s momentum and trajectory angle can be calculated with high
precision for one-track events at the focal plane: the cross-over point (the middle black
cross in Fig. 4.3) on each wire plane is determined first and then the tracking information
is calculated based on the cross-over points. For multiple-track events, the smallest  2
method is used to get the valid tracks: there could be multiple cross-over points on each
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Figure 3-14: Configuration of wire chambers in VDCs [142]. See text for the descrip-
tion.
Left-HRS side, it provided the accurate timing of when the charged particle
passed through the detector. The resolution for the Left-HRS time-of-flight2,
was around 160 ps as discussed in Sec. 5.2.3.
Cerenkov Detectors
As shown in Fig. 3-12, three Cerenkov detectors were mounted between the two
scintillator planes to provide particle identification for the Left-HRS. From upstream
to downstream, they are:
Aerogel Cerenkov Counter (A1): a di usion-type aerogel Cerenkov counter (A1)
was installed in experiment E06-010 to provide hadron identification [124]. As
shown in Fig. 3-16, a 9 cm thick radiator is used in A1 with an index of refraction
of 1.015, which provides a threshold of 2.84 and 0.803 GeV for kaons and pions,
respectively. 24 PMTs are attached to A1 to collect the Cerenkov light. The
average number of photo-electrons for GeV-level-energy electrons in A1 is about
eight. In the E06-010 experiment, the HRS momentum setting was 2.35 GeV.
Therefore, pions would fire the A1, while kaons and protons were below the
2time-of-flight for the Left-HRS is the time for charged particles to fly from the reaction point to
the S2m timing plane.
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FIG. 4.3: Configuration of the wire chambers in the VDCs [3] and a typical 5-cell track. The
magenta arrowed lines are paths of least ti e for the ionization electrons to travel from the
trajectory to the sense wires. The dot/dashed lines are the corresponding projection distances
used to reconstruct the trajectory. The ellipses represent the regions near the wires where the
field lines make a transition from parallel to radial.
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wire plane or on one wire plane. The valid combination of points is determined by the
smallest  2 method.
To obtain more information about the multi-tracks events and to determine the valid
tracks more accurately, experiment E12-08-108 took advantage of the existing focal plane
polarimeter (FPP) [60] of Hall A and installed one straw chamber (SC) downstream from
the VDCs on each spectrometer. The FPP consists of one analyzer and four tracking
detectors: two front straw chambers and two rear straw chambers. For experiment E12-
07-108, we modified, upgraded and tested the two front straw chambers and installed one
on each HRS arm. The two straw chambers are the same.
V
y
x
U
z
FIG. 4.4: The coordinate system of the straw chamber. Axis z is along the central ray direction
of the spectrometer and x is along the dispersive direction.
As shown in Fig. 4.1, the SC on each spectrometer was located after the VDCs and
followed by S0 (see Chap. 4.2.3). The SC was oriented perpendicular to the central ray
direction with the longer side along the dispersive direction. The SC is a drift chamber
composed of a set of straw tubes, which are cylindrical tubes with a thin wire running
along the central axis of each tube. The inner diameter of each tube is 10.44 mm and it is
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filled with a gas mixture of 62 %/38 % argon/ethane by volume. The tubes are grounded
while the central anode wire is at a high voltage of +1800V when the SC is operated.
The principle of how SC works is similar to that of VDCs: the charged particles go
through the SC tube (drift chambers for VDCs) and the produced electrons and ions travel
to the anode wire and the tube shell (cathode planes for VDCs) respectively. Under the
typical working conditions of the SC at Je↵erson Lab, the drift velocity of the electrons
is ⇠ 50 µm/s. When the electrons get within about 100 µm of the wire, the electric field
strength is large enough for an electron avalanche to happen. A gain of about 105 per
primary ionization is produced and a negative analog signal is collected at the wire. The
analog signal is then sent to a read-out board, where it is amplified and discriminated and
a logic output is produced. Di↵erent from VDCs, each anode wire is located in a tube
filled with a gas mixture and a set of tubes are installed together for the SC while the
sense wires in VDCs are all in one drift chamber.
x
y z
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45o
45o
Central+ray+direction+of+HRS
SC+frame
Three+layers+of+
straw+tubes+
FIG. 4.5: The schematic layout of the three U planes of tubes for SC. z is along the central ray
direction and x is along the dispersive direction of HRS. There are three V planes of tubes at
the bottom of the SC frame not shown on the graph.
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One straw chamber contains 6 planes: 3 U planes and 3 V planes. In the SC coordinate
system, z is along the spectrometer central ray direction, x is along the dispersive direction
and y is along the non-dispersive direction of the HRS. The U and V directions are at +45o
and -45o relative to the dispersive direction (see Fig. 4.4) in the x  y plane.
In the U and V planes, the tubes are along the U and V directions respectively. There
are 176 tubes in each U plane and 160 tubes in each V plane. The planes are in a UUUVVV
configuration, three U planes of tubes on the top of the frame and three V planes of tubes
at the bottom of the frame (see Fig. 4.5). The V planes are closer to the VDCs.
10.95mm
9.5'mm
10.44'mm
FIG. 4.6: Tubes configuration in three U planes or V planes in the straw chamber.
As shown in Fig. 4.6, the tubes in each plane are precisely spaced 10.95 mm apart,
the middle layer of tubes are shifted by half a hole separation and the vertical distance
between two layers is 9.5 mm. The active area of the straw chamber is 209 x 60 cm2.
4.2.3 Plastic Scintillators and Triggers
During experiment E12-07-108, there was one S0 scintillator plane before and one S2m
scintillator plane after the Gas Cherenkov on each spectrometer in Hall A, providing
triggering and timing information (see Fig. 3.4). The two scintillators planes are parallel
to each other and about 1.6 meters apart. The two scintillators planes are perpendicular
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to the nominal central ray of the spectrometer.
Scintillator S0 plane contains one thin long scintillator paddle with one photo-multiplier
tube (PMT) attached to the top and one to the bottom end to collect the photons pro-
duced by the particles passing through the scintillator. Fig. 4.7 shows scintillator S0
configuration. The active area of S0 is ⇠ 1.7 m ⇥ 0.25 m.
Active
area
Top PMT
Bottom
PMT
Transverse Direction
Dispersive
Direction
FIG. 4.7: Scintillator S0 plane configuration. The scintillator plane is perpendicular to the
nominal central ray of the spectrometer.
Scintillator S2m plane has 16 paddles and each paddle is attached to two PMTs, one
at each end. We refer to these PMTs as the left and right PMT of the scintillator plane.
Fig. 4.8 shows scintillator S2m configuration. The active area of S2m is ⇠ 2.236 m ⇥ 0.432
m.
The DAQ (see Chap. 4.2.6) readout is controlled by the trigger supervisor which
receives the trigger signals. For the S0 plane, a coincidence between the top nd bottom
PMTs was made. For the S2m plane, the logical OR of the PMTs was formed individually
for the left 16 PMTs and the right 16 PMTs and then the logical AND was formed between
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FIG. 4.8: Scintillator S2m plane configuration. The scintillator plane is perpendicular to the
nominal central ray of the spectrometer.
them. This means at least one of the left PMTs and one of the right PMTs needs to be
hit to form the S2m trigger signal. For the gas Cherenkov detector (see Chap. 4.2.4) the
analog sum of the signals from its 10 PMTs was used to prepare a hit signal.
The main trigger for each spectrometer of the experiment E12-07-108 was formed by
the logical AND of the S0 and S2m planes, which is called T1. To measure the trigger
e ciency of T1, an alternative trigger was formed by the coincidence of scintillator S2m
and the gas Cherenkov detector, which is called T3. However, both T1 and T3 contain the
signals from S2m thus at least one more trigger independent of S2m is needed to determine
T1 e ciency.
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4.2.4 Gas Cherenkov Detector
In order to separate the electrons from background particles such as negatively charged
pions, a Cherenkov detector filled with CO2 at atmospheric pressure [68] was installed
between the scintillator S0 and S2m planes on each arm for particle identification.
The Gas Cherenkov detector is based on the detection of Cherenkov light, which
is produced when a high energy charged particle travels through a material of index of
refraction n with velocity v larger than the velocity of light, c/n, in that material, where c
is the speed of light. The Cherenkov light is emitted only when the velocity of the charged
particles is larger than a threshold:
vth =
c
n
(4.1)
and therefore a threshold momentum can be calculated:
pth =
mvth
1  (vthc )2
(4.2)
The index of refraction of atmospheric pressure CO2 is 1.00041, which gives an electron
momentum threshold ⇠ 17 MeV and a pion momentum threshold ⇠ 4.8 GeV. The pion
momentum threshold is higher than the HRS momentum range so only the electrons will
trigger the detector. However, sometimes pions will still produce a Cherenkov light if
the pions knock out electrons with momentum higher than the threshold when they pass
through material before getting into the Cherenkov detector.
The HRS Cherenkov detector contains ten spherical mirrors that reflect the Cherenkov
radiation onto a set of 10 PMTs. The signals from the PMTs are then sent to analog-
to-digital converters (ADC) and summed. Knock-out electrons with su cient energy also
contribute to the ADC signals and these events are removed with the help of the electro-
magnetic calorimeter.
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4.2.5 Electromagnetic Calorimeter
The electromagnetic calorimeter on each arm of the HRS provides additional information
for particle identification. The calorimeter measures the energy deposited by a charged
particle by pair production and Bremsstrahlung radiation. When a high energy particle
travels through a dense material, it emits photons through Bremsstrahlung and these pho-
tons create electron-positron pairs which radiate more photons. This process is repeated
and as a result a shower of electrons, positrons and photons will be generated. This is
the reason that the electromagnetic calorimeter is called the shower counter. Electrons
and positrons produce Cherenkov light which is detected by the PMTs at the end of each
lead-glass block of the calorimeter. Electrons and positrons deposit all of their energy in
the detector, while hadrons, mainly pions, usually deposit a small amount of energy due
to ionization and direct Cherenkov light.
The Hall A electromagnetic calorimeter on each spectrometer arm contains two layers
of lead-glass detectors, as shown in Fig. 4.9. The particles enter the detector through
the bottom of the figure. The blocks in both layers in HRS-L and in the first layer in
HRS-R are oriented perpendicular to the particle tracks. The blocks are parallel to the
tracks in the second layer of HRS-R [60]. The HRS-R shower detector is a total absorption
calorimeter, since it is su ciently thick to contain the entire shower for the spectrometer’s
momentum range.
4.2.6 Data Acquisition (DAQ)
The data acquisition system (DAQ) in Hall A was used during experiment E12-07-108,
which is controlled by the CEBAF Online Data Acquisition System (CODA) [4]. CODA
is a suite of software tools and components which can be used to implement DAQ with
nuclear physics data taking. Fig. 4.10 shows a simple CODA implementation.
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the anode. To prevent a non-linear PMT response
even in the case of few photoelectrons requires a
progressive HV divider [22]. The length of the
particle path in the gas radiator is 130 cm for the
gas Cherenkov in the HRS-R, leading to an
average of about twelve photoelectrons. In the
HRS-L, the gas Cherenkov detector in its standard
configuration has a pathlength of 80 cm; yielding
seven photoelectrons on average. The total
amount of material in the particle path is about
1.4% X0:
Two layers of shower detectors [23] are installed
in each HRS. The structure of the shower
detectors in each arm is shown in Fig. 12. The
blocks in both layers in HRS-L and in the first
layer in HRS-R are oriented perpendicular to the
particle tracks. In the second layer of HRS-R,
the blocks are parallel to the tracks. The front
layer in HRS-R is composed of 48 lead glass
blocks, 10 cm! 10 cm! 35 cm: The second layer
is composed of 80 lead glass blocks, 15 cm!
15 cm! 35 cm each. The front layer in HRS-L is
composed of 34 lead glass blocks, of dimensions
15 cm! 15 cm! 30ð35Þ cm: The second layer is
composed of 34 similar blocks. Because of its
reduced thickness, the resolution in HRS-L is
not as good as that of the shower detector in HRS-
R. A particle identification parameter Rsh is
defined as
Rsh ¼
Etot
p
!
lnðEpreshÞ
lnðEaveÞ
ð4Þ
where Etot is the total energy deposited in the
shower detector, p the particle’s momentum, Epresh
the energy deposited in the front layer and Eave the
average energy deposited by an electron with
momentum p: The quality of the particle identifi-
cation in the HRS-R shower detector is demon-
strated in Fig. 13. The combination of the gas
Cherenkov and shower detectors provides a pion
suppression above 2 GeV=c of a factor of 2! 105;
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FIG. 4.9: Schematic layout of part of the shower detectors in HRS-L (top) and HRS-R (bottom)
.
Particles enter from the bottom of the figure. Figure is from Ref. [60].
FIG. 4.10: A simple CODA implementation. [4].
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The data from ADCs, TDCs and scalers is read out from the Read-out Controllers
(ROCs), which are CPUs in the FASTBUS and VME crates. The Trigger Supervisor
controls the state of the run and generates the triggers to start the ROCs to read out.
Then, the ROCs send the data event fragments to the Event Builder (EB), where the data
is put into an “event” with the header information describing the event. After the event is
built by the EB, it is placed into a bu↵er and then tested. The accepted events are recorded
by the event recorder and written to a local disk and finally transferred to the Mass Storage
System. CODA also contains a graphical user interface (RunControl) which allows the
user to start and stop runs and change run parameters. There are three types information:
physics events from the spectrometers (detectors), beamline information and Experimental
Physics Industrial Control System (EPICS) [69] information. EPICS quantities include
the spectrometer angles, magnets, target controls, etc.
4.3 Spectrometer Optics
The HRS optics o↵ers a method to obtain the tracking information of the scattered par-
ticles at the target, including the reaction vertex, scattering angle and momentum. The
focal plane coordinate variables of the detected particles are calculated by a pair of VDCs
(see section 4.2.1). The optics matrix elements allow the reconstruction of the reaction
variables at the target from the focal plane coordinate variables. This section describes
the standard calibration procedure to determine the optics matrix elements.
4.3.1 Coordinate Systems
In this section, an overview of the target and focal plane coordinate system will be pre-
sented. A detailed description of the coordinate systems is included in [70]. When a
particle is detected by the VDCs, two angular coordinates (✓det and  det) and two spatial
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coordinates (xdet and ydet) are measured at the focal plane. The position of the particle
and the tangent of the angle made by its trajectory along the dispersive direction are de-
noted by xdet and ✓det, while ydet and  det represent the position and tangent of the angle
along the non-dispersive direction [70]. These detector coordinate system variables, ✓det,
 det, xdet and ydet, are transferred to the focal plane coordinate system variables including
the corrections for the o↵sets incurred due to misalignments in the VDC packages. Then
these focal plane variables are used to calculate the scattering angle, reaction vertex and
relative momentum (✓tg,  tg, ytg and  ) using the optics matrix elements.   is defined as
  =
P   P0
P0
(4.3)
where P is the particle’s measured momentum and P0 is the central momentum of the
spectrometer.
Each of the two spectrometers has its own target coordinate system (TCS). Figure
Fig. 4.11 shows the TCS for the left arm spectrometer. A line perpendicular to the sieve
slit surface of the spectrometer and going through the midpoint of the central sieve slit
hole defines the z axis of the TCS for a given spectrometer. The z axis is pointing away
from the target to the sieve. The sieve slit is a block with holes used to calibrate optics
matrix elements. In the ideal case, the spectrometer and sieve slit o↵sets are zero so that
the spectrometer central ray goes though the hall center, the sieve slit sits right in the
center of the spectrometer, and the z axis of the TCS passes through the hall center. For
this case, the distance from the hall center to the center of the sieve slit is L. The origin
of the TCS is defined to be the point on the z axis at a distance L from the sieve surface
to the direction of the hall center. In the non-ideal case, there is a horizontal o↵set of the
spectrometer from the hall center, D, and then the origin of TCS is as shown in Fig. 4.11.
The ytg axis is parallel to the sieve surface in the horizontal direction and xtg is vertically
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down. The tangent of the out-of plane angle and in-plane angle are given by ✓tg and  tg
respectively.
XHR
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Beam
dump
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Y
Θ
φtg
0
ytg
ysieve z
Sieve plane
Beam
Scattered
electron
L
D
Hall center
z react
ytg
tg
central ray
Spectrometer 
Target
FIG. 4.11: Target coordinate system (TCS) for a electron scattering from a thin foil target.
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4.3.2 Optimization Method
The optics matrix links the focal plane coordinates to the target coordinates. The rela-
tionship between them for the first-order approximation is written as:
266666664
 
✓
y
 
377777775
tg
=
266666664
h |xi h |✓i 0 0
h✓|xi h✓|✓i 0 0
0 0 hy|yi hy| i
0 0 h |yi h | i
377777775
266666664
x
✓
y
 
377777775
fp
(4.4)
The mid-plane symmetry of the spectrometer requires the null matrix elements. In
practice, a set of tensors, Yjkl, Tjkl, Pjkl and Djkl, link each target coordinate to the focal
plane coordinates. These tensors are polynomials in xfp. For example,
✓tg =
X
j,k,l
Tjkl✓
j
fpy
k
fp 
l
fp (4.5)
Tjkl =
mX
i=0
Cix
i
fp (4.6)
The expressions for  tg, ytg and   are similar and the Ci are the optics matrix elements for
the corresponding target variable. The mid-plane symmetry of the spectrometer requires
that for Yjkl and Pjkl, (k+ l) is odd, while for Djkl and Tjkl, (k+ l) is even. These indices
are the power of the focal plane variables and for experiment E12-07-108, the matrix was
optimized up to fourth order.
The matrix elements are determined by  2 minimization of the aberration functions,
 (W ) =
X
s
[
W  W 0
 sW
]2 (4.7)
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where W is ✓tg,  tg, ytg or  . This process compares the reconstructed events (W ) to the
nominal target foil and sieve slit positions (W 0), which are known from the experiment’s
surveys, and set  p/p. The reaction vertex position along the beam zreact, the vertical and
horizontal positions at the sieve, xsieve and ysieve can be calculated from the reconstructed
target variables as follows:
zreact =  (ytg +D) cos(arctan tg)
sin(⇥0 + arctan tg)
+ xbeam cot(⇥0 + arctan tg) (4.8)
xsieve = xtg + L✓tg (4.9)
ysieve = ytg + L✓tg (4.10)
Note that ✓tg and  tg are the tangent of the out-of plane angle and in-plane angle, respec-
tively.
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CHAPTER 5
GMp High Resolution Spectrometer
(HRS) Improvement & Calibration
5.1 Detector Packages Improvement
5.1.1 VDC Improvement
The principle and properties of VDCs, which are used for tracking information on both
spectrometers, were introduced in Chap. 4.2.1. The tracking information is obtained by
analyzing the data from the VDCs. The ionized electrons drift towards the sense wires and
are collected as analog pulse signals. Analog signals from 16 sense wires are transmitted
respectively to a 16-channel preamp/discriminator cards (A/D cards), where the signals
are first amplified and then discriminated. The A/D cards produce logic outputs and these
signals are sent to multi-hit time to digital converters (TDCs) after processing by a level
translator. The logic of the read-out system is shown in Fig. 5.1.
The GMp experiment, the hardware of VDCs were upgraded and tested: new preamp/disc
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MAD$Card
Preamp Disc Level
Translator
TDC
169conductor
Ribbon$cable
HRS$Trigger
169conductor
Ribbon$cable
LVDS$Signal ECL$Signal
Stop
Analog$SignalVDC
16$wires
FIG. 5.1: Block diagram for the logic of the VDC signal. (l.e. = leading edge, t.e. = trailing
edge).
cards (A/D cards), low voltage and threshold power supplies, level translators and their
power supply, were all installed.
Preamp/disc cards
When operated, the sense wires of VDCs are connected to ground potential and the anode
planes are at negative high voltage. Due to the electric field produced between the wires
and the planes, when a charged particle passes through the chamber of the VDCs, the
ionized electrons drift towards the sense wires and an electron avalanche happens when
the electrons get close to the wire. The wire is fired and an analog signal is transmitted
to the A/D cards, where the signal is amplified and discriminated and then a logic output
is produced. Previously, LeCroy 2475 type cards were used in the VDCs. These cards
require a minimum threshold of 5µA, which requires a working high voltage of -4 kV for
the VDCs. This limits the maximum rate for stable operation of VDCs because of space
e↵ects.
When the ionized electrons drift towards the sense wires, the positive charged ions
move slowly towards the high voltage planes. They partially shield the sense wire and thus
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diminish the electric field and the gas amplification, which is know as the space charge
e↵ect. To minimize the influence of the space charge e↵ect, the gas amplification should be
kept low. One way to achieve this goal is to reduce the gain and increase the corresponding
sensitivity of the A/D cards.
0...10V
Threshold PSPS +6.0V
GND+6.0V
+
- internal thresholdadjustment
Figure 1: The new A/D card based on MAD ASIC.
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FastBus/VME TDC modules a special LVDS-ECL level converter has been developed and constructed
by the JLab Electronics Group. It is designed as an active patch panel for flat cables, see Fig. ??. Each
19”⇥3.5” rack-mounting panel houses sixteen 16-channels level converters, it should be placed close to
TDCs.
Performance
A sample of the new card was tested on the wire chamber of the BigBite tracking system and has shown
a capability to operate at a threshold 5-10 times lower than it was possible with Nanometric N277C card.
Figure ?? shows rate vs chamber high voltage curves measured when the chamber was illuminated by
a 55Fe  -source. One can see that with a new card the high voltage can be reduced by approximately
200V.
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Figure 3: Rate vs HV curves for old and new cards mounted on the front chamber of the BigBite tracking
system.
After a successful test of the sample a set of new A/D cards was build, 54 cards were installed on the
front MWDC of the BigBite tracking system. New cards have demonstrated a reliable operation during
the two-month GnE experiment in Hall A.
2
FIG. 5.2: Photograph of the MAD cards. The left panel shows one single MAD card. The right
panel shows the MAD cards installed on VDCs. There are 23 MAD cards for each VDC wire
plane.
A new A/D card called the MAD card was developed by JLab’s Electronics Group
with the charge-sensitive input stage of MAD being several times less noisy than the
current-sensitive LeCroy card. The MAD’s output stage works with LVDS signals which
are known to produce significantly less feedback than the ECL signals used in the LeCroy
cards. These features of the new cards makes it feasible to set a threshold significantly
lower than is achievable with the LeCroy cards. MAD cards increase the signal sensitivity
by a factor of five over the LeCroy cards, which directly translates to an additional factor
of five in rate capability, bringing the VDC rate limit to 10 MHz [71]. This increased
sensitivity of the MAD cards allows them to operate with a decreased threshold and thus
allows the VDCs to operate at -3.5 kV instead of -4 kV. The reduced high voltage makes
long term stable operation possible without aging while using the standard VDC gas
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mixture.
For experiment E12-07-108, we installed the new MAD cards on the VDCs on both
arms of HRS. There are 368 sense wires in each VDC plane and thus there are 23 MAD
cards installed for each plane. Fig. 5.2 shows the MAD cards installed on VDCs.
After the MAD cards were installed, they were checked by studying their e ciency
with cosmic runs. The algorithm used to estimate and track the wire e ciency is straight-
forward. A given wire plane is scanned; if a wire is not fired but the two wires adjacent
to it are fired, then this event is defined to be ine cient for this wire. The e ciency is
calculated by
✏ =

+  
(5.1)
where  is the number of times a wire is found to be e cient and   is the number of times
a wire is found to be ine cient.
The VDCs are very e cient detectors. Ref. [65] shows the typical wire e ciency is
higher than 99%. However we found that the e ciencies for the Right-arm VDC U2 plane
were much lower, only around 95%. The most plausible reason seemed to be cross-talk
between adjacent channels: when the signal is transmitted to one channel of the MAD
card, if this channel triggers the adjacent ones, then there is cross-talk on this MAD card.
As a result, the calculated e ciencies of the wires that are influenced by cross-talk are
higher while the independent wires have lower e ciencies. When the adjacent signals are
triggered by cross-talk instead of real charged particles, their drift times are the same.
To check whether cross-talk exists on these cards, the di↵erences between the drift
time for adjacent wires were examined. Fig. 5.3 gives an example of checking the 3rd card
on the U2 plane of
P16
i=1(TDCi TDCi 1), where TDCi is the recorded TDC value of the
ith channel. When cross-talk exists, TDCi   TDCi 1 = 0 and thus leads to a peak at the
TDC = 0 position. Each card on the four VDCs planes was checked and the possibility
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FIG. 5.3: TDC value di↵erences between adjacent wires of the third MAD card on the U2 plane
of VDCs.
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of significant cross-talk was excluded. Finally we came to the conclusion that the cards
on the Right-arm U2 plane with low e ciencies needed to be replaced. Fig. 5.4 shows
the wire e ciencies for 4 VDCs planes after we replaced 26 MAD cards on U2 plane.
The performance of the U2 plane is improved dramatically with the cards replaced, even
though it is still worse than the others.
Time Resolution and HV Scan
The algorithm used to estimate and track the inherent time resolution is also straightfor-
ward [65]. The minimum time for the ionization electrons produced in each drift cell to
drift along the electric field lines to the respective sense wires is ti, where i=1,...,5 for a
5-cell event (see Fig. 4.3). Then a relative timing is defined as:
 T = |(t1   t2)  (t5   t4)| (5.2)
t3 is the drift time of the wire which is in the middle of the 5-cell, closest to the point
where the trajectory crosses the wire plane. t3 is ignored cause it does not a↵ect the overall
resolution (explained later).
Fig. 5.5 shows the relative timing  T for 4 planes of VDCs on the Right-arm HRS
with HV being -3.5 kV. For a perfect chamber with infinitesimal resolution, this relative
timing distribution would be a  -function centered at  T=0. Here, the FWHM of the
distribution makes an estimate of  T , the inherent per-plane time resolution.  T is
obtained by the timing information from four TDCs connected to signal wires pairwise
adjacent to the wire plane cross-over point and assuming equal contributions to the total
width from each of the five drift cells traversed, the per-plane FWHM time resolution is
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given by
 t =
1p
5
(
1p
4
FWHM)
Then for HV being -3.5 kV, the time resolution of the U1 plane is  t = 1p
5
( 1p
4
29ns) =
6.5ns. A HV scan with cosmic data was made at -3.3 kV, -3.4 kV, -3.5 kV, -3.6 kV and
-3.5 kV was found to have the best time resolution.
Level translator
Previously, the LeCroy cards’ output ECL signals were sent to LeCroy 1877 multi-hit
Fastbus TDCs via 16-conductor, twisted-pair ribbon cables, however the outputs of the
MAD cards are LVDC signals. In order to use older FastBus/VME TDC modules, a
special LVDS-ECL level translator was developed and constructed by the JLab Electronics
Group [72]. The translator accepts LVDS signals from a MAD card and then converts them
to ECL signals, which are finally transmitted to 16 TDC channels via ribbon cable. Fig. 5.6
shows the level translator used for experiment E12-07-108.
Every MAD card needs one level translator to transmit the signals to the TDC and
thus there are 23 level translators for each VDC wire plane. On each spectrometer arm,
a level translator rack was installed near the TDCs. There was one fan on top of the rack
and one fan at bottom of the rack to keep the translator cards cool. A new power supply
for level translators was installed near the rack. Fig. 5.7 shows the level translator rack
and power supply.
5.1.2 Straw Chamber Improvement
For experiment E12-07-108, one SC was installed on each HRS arm to improve the tracking
accuracy of the multi-tracks events (see section 4.2.2). The SC was installed between the
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Figure 1: The new A/D card based on MAD ASIC.
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Figure 2: The LVDS to ECL converter panel.
FastBus/VME TDC modules a special LVDS-ECL level converter has been developed and constructed
by the JLab Electronics Group. It is designed as an active patch panel for flat cables, see Fig. ??. Each
19”⇥3.5” rack-mounting panel houses sixteen 16-channels level converters, it should be placed close to
TDCs.
Performance
A sample of the new card was tested on the wire chamber of the BigBite tracking system and has shown
a capability to operate at a threshold 5-10 times lower than it was possible with Nanometric N277C card.
Figure ?? shows rate vs chamber high voltage curves measured when the chamber was illuminated by
a 55Fe  -source. One can see that with a new card the high voltage can be reduced by approximately
200V.
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After a successful test of the sample a set of new A/D cards was build, 54 cards were installed on the
front MWDC of the BigBite tracking system. New cards have demonstrated a reliable operation during
the two-month GnE experiment in Hall A.
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FIG. 5.6: Photograph of one level translator card designed for the MAD cards.
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FIG. 5.7: Photograph of the level translator and its power supply. The left panel shows the
level translator rack and the right panel shows the power supply.
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VDCs and the Cherenkov detector, and to fit the SC in the limited space between them, the
frame of the SC was modified. Many modifications and improvements were done to make
the SC operate: the gas distribution system was improved, new HV distribution boards
were installed, low voltage power supplies and level shifter were installed, and numerous
electronics problems were fixed. Fig. 5.8 shows one SC placed on the Hall A floor during
modification before being installed.FPP (front)  
Problems: gas consumption > 50 l/h 
    often HV trips due to gas 
    many dead wires/some  
   electronics 
Done:     repair of dead electronics 
    built parallel gas distribution 
    tests of each wire/  
  disconnect dead 
Still      HV distribution in one layer; 
needed:     gas distribution should be as   
     wide as a straw block; 
     tension test for each wire; 
    ~ 100 wires need to be
   restrung 
from June’s report 
Read%out) cards
Old)HV)and)gas)
distribution)
boards
Straw)tubes
Temporary)
protecting) foam
Bronze bars
FIG. 5.8: Photograph of one SC during modification before experiment 12-07-108. Only three
U planes of straw tubes are visible on this photograph.
When charged particles pass through the SC, an electron avalanche happens near the
anode wire and a analog signal is produced at the wire. The analog signal is amplified and
discriminated at the read-out card. The signals of a group of eight neighboring wires are
then processed by the same multiplexing chip, which gives a logic pulse whose width de-
pends on which wire is fired. The amount of electronics required for the SC is significantly
reduced by multiplexing the signals. The 45 mV signal produced by the multiplexing chip
is converted to a 800 mV signal in the level shifter and is sent to the multi-hit Fastbus
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TDCs via a 16-conductor, twisted-pair ribbon cable. The TDC records the arrival of the
leading edge and the trailing edge of the logic signal. The time di↵erence between the
leading edge and the common stop given by the trigger gives the drift time. The diagram
of the logic of the read-out system is shown in Fig. 5.9.
Read%out)Card
Preamp Disc Level
Shifter
TDC
HRS)Trigger Stop
Analog)
SignalSC
8)tubes
Multiplex
l.e. t.e.
l.e.
t.e.
FIG. 5.9: Block diagram for the logic of the SC signal. (l.e. = leading edge, t.e. = trailing
edge).
The tubes of SC are divided into 11 subgroups for U planes and 10 subgroups for
V planes. Each subgroup consists of 48 tubes: there are three U planes of 16 tubes or
three V planes of 16 tubes in each subgroup. The tubes in each subgroup share the same
HV distribution board and the same gas input pipe. The three read-out cards of each
subgroup are located together and share the same low voltage and threshold inputs.
HV distribution improvement
As shown in Fig. 5.8, the HV and gas distribution boards are at one end of the straw
tubes and the read-out cards are at the other end of the tubes. Fig. 5.8 shows the old
HV distribution boards: 3 layers of boards were installed together and each board was
connected with 16 anode wires from one plane of three planes respectively.
During a test before experiment E12-07-108, it was observed that the HV often tripped
because of a gas nununiform distribution. To resolve the problem, a new gas distribution
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system was designed and new gas distribution boards needed to be installed. The new gas
distribution boards were as wide as one subgroup of tubes. However the old three layers of
HV boards took all the space and none was left to install the new gas distributor boards.
Thus, a new HV distribution board was designed, which was one board connecting with
48 wires, 3 layers of 16 wires of one subgroup of tubes (see Fig. 5.10). By replacing the
old three layers of distribution boards with one board, a lot of space was saved. This
made installing new gas distributor boards possible by placing the new HV board on top
of the gas distribution board. With the new HV boards, all the HV wires of one subgroup
are connected with one board and thus they are more well organized and much easier to
access. When we find a bad tube and are not able to fix it, we disconnect both the wire
to the HV board and the signal wire to the read-out card.
New HV
distribution
board
Gas input
Gas output
New gas
distribution
board
FIG. 5.10: Photograph of the new HV distribution board and new gas distribution boards.
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Gas distribution system improvement
The SC tubes are filled with gas mixture of 62 %/38 % argon/ethane by volume. The gas
input of the SC is monitored by one magnehelic gauge at the side of the SC (see Fig. 5.11).
The input gas is transported in one transparent pipe and then is distributed to two pipes,
one for the U planes and one for the V planes, controlled by the green blue valves in
Fig. 5.11. Then the gas is distributed into 11 pipes for the U planes and 10 pipes for the
V planes, each pipe for the gas input of one subgroup of 48 tubes (see section 5.1.2). The
gas distributions to each subgroup of tubes are controlled by the small valves as shown in
Fig. 5.11.
Magnehelic Valve for V planes
Small gas valves for 10 subgroups on V planes
Small gas valves for 11
subgroups on U planes
Valve for U planes
FIG. 5.11: Photograph of the magnehelic gauge and gas valves at the side of the SC. The input
gas pressure is monitored by the gauge and are distributed to U planes and V planes. Then
the gas is distributed to 11 pipes for the U planes and 10 pipes for the V planes, which are
controlled by the small valves as shown.
For Experiment E12-07-108, the gas distribution system of each subgroups of tubes
was redesigned and new gas distribution boards were installed (see Fig. 5.10). In the old
system, the gas flows through the tubes one by one. For one subgroup, the gas flows into
the first tube at one end and flows out the tube at the other end, where the second tube
is connected with the first one with a gas pipe. The gas from the first tube flows into the
second tube and then flows into the third tube in the same way. The left panel of Fig. 5.12
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shows the scheme of the old gas distribution system. The old system was straightforward
and easy to achieve, but there was one big disadvantage. Because the long distance that
the gas flowed through the tubes one by one, the gas pressure dropped dramatically after
a couple of tubes and the decreased gas pressure caused frequent HV trips. To resolve this
problem, a new gas distribution system was designed.
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6 feet long tube on gas output  Old scheme New scheme 
In Out In Out
FIG. 5.12: Old and new gas distribution systems for each subgroup of tubes. The left panel
shows the old one and the right panel shows the new one. Th black lines represent the gas
tubes.
In the new gas distribution system, the gas input for each subgroup of 48 tubes are
distributed into 24 gas pipes by the new gas distributor board, each pipe for the gas input
of two tubes. The gas flows into one tube from one end of the tube and flows out of the
tube at the other end, where it flows into the second one (Fig. 5.12). By providing the
gas input for the tubes at the same time instead of flowing the gas through the tubes one
by one, the gas pressure imbalance problem is resolved. There are 24 gas outputs for each
subgroup and they are collected into one pipe by the gas distributor board. Finally, these
gas output pipes are located at one corner of the SC and the gas just flows out into the
air (see Fig. 5.13).
These gas output pipes make it convenient to check whether there is leakage or block-
age in one subgroup of SC tubes. First, one turns o↵ most of the small valves and leaves
just several open (see Fig. 5.11). Keeping the number of the open small valves the same
and making sure the one corresponding to the subgroup of tubes that is to be tested is
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FIG. 5.13: Photograph of the gas output pipes for the SC of the U planes One pipe corresponds
to e subgroup of tubes.
kept open. Then one person blocks the output gas pipe to the subgroup of tubes that
you want to test. There are many ways to block the pipe, the easiest way is to block it
with just a person’s clean finger. The second person monitors the magnehelic gauge when
the pipe is blocked and writes down the input gas pressure. Repeat this procedure for
several pipes and compare the pressure readings. The input gas pressure should increase
when the output pipe is blocked and the increased pressure should be close for di↵erent
pipes. If there is leakage in one subgroup, the corresponding pressure should be lower than
the rest. If there is blockage in one subgroup, the corresponding pressure should be the
same when the output pipe is blocked. Now we see the reason to keep several small valves
open. If many valves are left open, blocking one of the gas output pipes doesn’t a↵ect
much and the increase in input gas pressure would be small and di cult to monitor. If
just two valves are left open, blocking one of the pipes would cause the input gas pressure
increasing above maximum range of the magnehelic gauge.
Low voltage (LV) and threshold system improvement
Two low voltage power supplies providing +5.2 V and -5.5 V nominal preamp voltages for
all the read-out cards on the U and V planes of SC were installed on each HRS arm. Two
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threshold voltage power supplies was also installed on both spectrometer arms to provide
the +3.0 V nominal threshold voltage for the read-out cards.
The read-out cards are located at one side of the SC (see Fig. 5.8). Close to the read-
out cards, along the side of the SC frame, several bronze bars are installed. The bronze
bars are connected with the low voltage and threshold power supplies. The read-out cards
are connected to the bronze bars at corresponding points along the SC frame and thus get
the low voltage and threshold voltage. During tests before the Experiment E12-07-108,
unstable low voltage and threshold voltage were observed which caused missing signals of
subgroups of tubes. Measuring at each read-out card, the voltages dropped as the distance
between the read-out cards and the power supplies increased. The bronze bars were taken
out and cut shorter to get rid of the unnecessary part, where there are no read-out cards
close and connected. By deceasing the length of the bronze bars, the amount of voltage
dropped along the SC frame decreased. After the shorter bars were installed, the read-out
cards were observed to be much more stable.
Signals testing
After all the improvements and modifications were done to the SC, both the analog signals
collected on the anode wires and the multiplexed digital signals sent to TDCs were carefully
examined.
Placing one 55Fe radiation source above the tube to be examined, a signal would
be produced on the corresponding anode wire. Then we connected the anode wire to a
discriminator-amplifier and then sent the signal to an oscilloscope and observed the signal.
Moving the 55Fe source above di↵erent tubes, the signals should have similar shapes
and amplitudes. After making sure the tubes operate well and produce good analog
signals, we sent the digital signals from the level shifters to the oscilloscope. The signals
of 8 neighboring tubes are multiplexed to one channel, meaning when the oscilloscope
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is connected with one channel and 55Fe was moved across the 8 neighboring tubes, the
oscilloscope should show digital signals with di↵erent widths as the radiation source moves.
Table 5.1 lists the pulse widths of the multiplexed signals of the 8 neighboring tubes in
one channel. Using the di↵erent width, we can know which wire fired.
TABLE 5.1: List of the pulse widths of the 8 multiplexed signals in one channel of SC.
Wire Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Pulse Width (ns) 25 45 35 55 90 65 100 75
5.2 GMP optics
The optics matrix links the focal plane coordinates ✓fp,  fp, xfp and yfp to target coor-
dinates ✓tg,  tg, ytg and  . The optics calibration is the process to determine the matrix
elements.
Fig. 5.14 shows a electron passing a sieve slit hole after scattering at a multi-foil
target. The position of the electron at the sieve plane, which is called the real position
of the electron, is known by determining which hole the electron goes through and the
position of the sieve. The position can also be calculated by the reconstructed target
variables (see Eq. 4.9 and Eq. 4.10). The calculated position should match with the real
position after the optics calibration.
For previous experiments in Hall A, the optics matrix was calibrated with elastic or
quasi-elastic electron-carbon events with a 5 mm thick stainless steel sieve, which was thick
enough to stop the electrons. As a result, the events from electrons passing through the
sieve holes are easy to resolve and clean cuts selecting the electron events can be made.
The GMp experiment was designed to measure the elastic e-p cross sections in the high Q2
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FIG. 5.14: Scheme shows a electron scattering at the multi-foil target goes through a sieve slit
hole.
range from 7 to 11 GeV2. In this Q2 range, optics calibration with elastic or quasi-elastic
events would take too much time due to the small cross section in this energy range. Also,
the GMp experiment was conducted with the DVCS experiment at the same time while
DVCS experiment had the higher priority using the left-arm HRS. The right-arm HRS
angle was limited to no less than 48o due to the DVCS calorimeter’s position. This large
angle of the right-arm HRS also limited the rate we could get from the elastic or quasi-
elastic events. As a result, it was decided to use inelastic e-p events to conduct the optics
calibration for the GMp experiment.
5.2.1 New Sieve for GMp Optics
In the case of using the inelastic scattering for the GMp optics calibration, the 5 mm thick
stainless steel sieve is to thick to be useful. For the optics data, the HRS momentum is set
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to a value in the inelastic range which would provide a reasonable scattering rate. However,
there are electrons scattered at the target with higher momentum than the HRS setting
value and it is possible that their momentum after punching through the sieve is within
the HRS momentum acceptance . These events would merge with the electrons passing
through the holes and thus make the optics calibration inaccurate. Thus a thicker sieve
made of tungsten was used for the GMp experiment to stop those electrons from punching
through the sieve. Fig. 5.15 shows the reconstructed ✓tg vs.  tg, which are almost identical
to the positions of the electrons at the sieve plane, with the old steel sieve and the new
tungsten sieve.
The top panel of Fig. 5.15 is the plot of ✓tg vs.  tg with the old steel sieve during the
commissioning run in March 2014 and the bottom panel shows that with the new 1 inch
thick tungsten sieve during the commissioning run in Dec. 2014. As shown in Fig. 5.15,
there is much less background with the new sieve and this makes it possible to make a
clean cut of the events passing through the sieve holes and then calibrate the optics matrix.
The new sieve is drilled with 7 rows ⇥ 9 columns of holes. The diameters of the holes are
4 mm and there are two holes with larger diameter 6 mm. As shown in the bottom panel
of Fig. 5.15, it is obvious to notice there are two holes with more electron events than the
rest. These two holes are used to indicate which sieve holes the events are corresponded
to. For example, there are 7 rows ⇥ 9 columns of holes in the new sieve while only 6 rows
and 5 columns at most can be “seen” due to the HRS acceptance. With the two large
holes, it is easy to tell the column number and row number correlated with the events.
The diagrams of the new tungsten sieve are included in Appendix A.
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FIG. 5.15: ✓tg vs  tg with di↵erent sieves. The data of the top panel was taken with a 5 mm
steel sieve in March 2014 and the data of the bottom panel was taken with a 1 inch tungsten
sieve in December 2014.
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FIG. 5.16: Scheme showing the o↵set from the hole center to the average position distributions
caused by the thickness of the sieve.
5.2.2 ✓tg and  tg Optimization
For this thesis, the optics data taken in the spring of 2015 were used for RHRS. During this
time, Q1 was replaced with the SOS quadrupole because of the failure of Q1. The radius
of the SOS quadrupole is 12.5 cm while that of Q1 is 15 cm, thus the SOS quadrupole has
a smaller acceptance than Q1. For the LHRS, optics data for the spring of 2016 were used
for this thesis. At that time, LHRS was still using Q1.
The ✓tg and  tg are optimized by matching the reconstructed positions with the real
positions at the sieve plane through minimizing  2 (see Section 4.3.2). The exact real
position can not be obtained with just the sieve position information. However the dis-
tribution of the positions of the electron events that pass each sieve hole is symmetric
and the average of the position distribution could be used as the real position. When the
sieve was just 5 mm thick, the center position of each sieve hole can be used as the real
postion. But when the new 1 inch thick sieve was used for the GMp optics calibration,
the o↵set from the hole center to the average position distribution caused by the thickness
of the sieve could not be neglected. Fig. 5.16 shows the scheme of the average position
distribution o↵set to the hole center.
For the GMp experiment, the o↵set of each sieve hole was calculated and included in
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the optics calibration. The o↵set of each hole is listed in Table 5.2 and 5.3. The horizontal
o↵sets of each column of sieve holes and the vertical o↵sets of each row of sieve holes for
each foil target are the same. As expected, the o↵set increases as the hole gets farther
away from the central hole of the sieve. For the central hole, the o↵set is not zero because
the sieve was not perfectly located at the center of the HRS.
TABLE 5.2: List of the horizontal o↵set of each sieve hole for each foil target.
X o↵set (mm) Col 1 Col 2 Col 3 Col 4 Col 5 Col 6 Col 7 Col 8 Col 9
Foil target 1 0.70 0.56 0.42 0.26 -0.02 -0.30 -0.44 -0.58 -0.72
Foil target 2 0.72 0.57 0.42 0.27 -0.02 -0.30 -0.45 -0.59 -0.74
Foil target 3 0.73 0.58 0.43 0.27 -0.02 -0.31 -0.46 -0.61 -0.76
Foil target 4 0.75 0.60 0.44 0.28 -0.03 -0.32 -0.47 -0.62 -0.78
Foil target 5 0.77 0.61 0.46 0.29 -0.03 -0.33 -0.48 -0.64 -0.79
TABLE 5.3: List of the vertical o↵set of each sieve hole for each foil target.
Y o↵set (mm) Row 1 Row 2 Row 3 Row 4 Row 5 Row 6 Row 7
Foil target 1 -1.13 -0.84 -0.55 0.02 0.58 0.87 1.15
Foil target 2 -1.15 -0.86 -0.56 0.02 0.59 0.89 1.18
Foil target 3 -1.18 -0.88 -0.57 0.02 0.61 0.91 1.20
Foil target 4 -1.21 -0.90 -0.58 0.03 0.63 0.93 1.23
Foil target 5 -1.24 -0.92 -0.60 0.03 0.64 0.95 1.26
Fig. 5.17 shows the reconstructed positions at the sieve plane for the five foil targets
after the ✓tg and  tg optimizations. The crosses in the figure are the positions of the center
of the sieve holes including the position distribution o↵sets mentioned above. As shown
in Fig. 5.17, the crosses and the reconstructed positions matched well. However, this
estimation is only qualitative. To get more quantitative information about the accuracy
of the optimization, the position distributions were projected on to the horizontal and
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FIG. 5.17: The reconstructed positions at the sieve plane after the ✓tg and  tg optimizations.
The crosses are positions of the center of the sieve holes with the distribution o↵set corrections.
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vertical directions. In each direction, a Gaussian fit was made for the events of each sieve
hole respectively and the mean value of the Gaussian fit was compared to the corrected
hole center position. The discrepancy in the horizontal direction indicated the accuracy
of the  tg optimization and that in the vertical direction indicated the accuracy of the ✓tg
optimization. Fig. 5.18 shows the position distributions in the horizontal direction with
the Gaussian fits of the middle row of the sieve holes for the middle foil target.
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FIG. 5.18: The position distribution in the horizontal direction with the Gaussian fittings of
the middle row of the sieve holes for the middle foil target. The blue lines indicate the hole
center positions with corrections.
The average of the absolute discrepancy is 0.39 mm in the horizontal direction and
0.78 mm in the vertical direction. This doesn’t meet the GMp accuracy requirement, which
requires 0.18 mrad uncertainty in the horizontal direction and 0.35 mrad uncertainty in
the vertical direction to get the cross section with 2% uncertainty. The sieve was about 1
m away from the target, thus 1 mrad corresponds to about 1 mm. Rechecking Fig. 5.17, it
is easy to notice that even though there were 7 rows ⇥ 9 columns of holes in the sieve, only
limited holes were “seen” due to the acceptance of the HRS. And there is only one column
of sieve holes “seen” for the most upstream and most downstream foil targets. With this
limited number of data points, one sieve hole as one data point, the optics optimization
couldn’t reach the required accuracy.
To optimize ✓tg and  tg with better accuracy in the 2016 runs (not part of this thesis),
more columns and rows and more holes between the existing holes were drilled in the sieve
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plate to obtain more data points.
Optics Improvement with Pseudo MC data
The Monte Carlo simulation program used by experiment E12-07-108 is talked about in
Chap. 6.8 and the acceptance plots of the comparison between the MC and the experimen-
tal data taken in the spring of 2015 are presented in Chap. 7.1. The plots of kinematics
a (RHRS) show good agreement while discrepancies are observed for kinematics b, c and
d (LHRS). We believe this is because the HRS optics and MC optics do not agree well.
As introduced in Chap. 3.2.2, the magnet configuration is of a QQDQ type on both
arms of the HRS. In the spring of 2015, the first quadrupole (Q1) was not used on RHRS
because of its abnormal behavior. It was replaced with the quadrupole from the Short
Orbit Spectrometer (SOS) located in Hall C. Later in fall of 2016, the SOS quadrupole
took the place of Q1 on LHRS too. A preliminary analysis shows that the comparisons
between the MC and the experimental data with one-pass beam energy in the fall of
2016 are in good agreement for both LHRS and RHRS. We conclude the MC and the
experimental data match well when the SOS quadrupoles are used while a discrepancy
exists with Q1 kept. From 2015 and 2016, another improvement is that the HRS optics
matrix was better calibrated with more holes drilled in the sieve plate.
The radius of the SOS quadrupole is 12.5 cm while that of Q1 is 15 cm, thus the SOS
quadrupole has a smaller acceptance than Q1. The HRS optics reconstructs events with
worse accuracy near the edge of the acceptance, because the closer to the edge, the fewer
events could be collected to perform the optics calibration. As a result, the events detected
within the acceptance of SOS quadrupole were reconstructed overall more accurately than
that of Q1. Besides, the optics were better calibrated in 2016 than 2015 due to a new sieve
used, in which more holes were drilled and thus bigger acceptance were covered and more
data points were collected for calibration. As a result, the MC and the experimental data
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match better with the SOS quadrupole.
To obtain better optics calibration for the data of the spring of 2015, a set of pseudo
data produced using the MC near the edge of the acceptance was combined with the
experimental optics data for calibration. Fig. 5.19 shows the calibration results with the
pseudo data from the MC added, which were in red boxes.
  
2016 LHRS optics 
calibration with pseudo 
data from MC
Data points in red boxes 
are pseudo data
FIG. 5.19: The reconstructed positions at the sieve plane after the ✓tg and  tg optimizations
with pseudo data produced by the MC are included. The crosses are the positions of the center
of the sieve holes with the distribution o↵set corrections. The data points in red boxes are the
pseudo data.
Fig. 5.20 gives the comparison between the MC and experimental data of kinematics
b (see Table 6.1)before and after the pseudo data added. A big improvement in agreement
is observed mainly in the out-of-plane angle ✓tg, in which direction most of the pseudo
data were added. With the pseudo data from the MC near the edge of the acceptance
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added, it constrains the fit of the matrix elements in the optics calibration to prevent the
fit “blowing up” when lacking data points. The big improvements are also observed for
all other kinematics on LHRS arm in the spring of 2015, c and d, where Q1 was used.
However, the discrepancies still exist as shown in Fig. 5.20.
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FIG. 5.20: The comparison of ✓tg and  tg between the MC and experimental data of kinematics
b (see Table 6.1). The top (bottom) two plots show the comparison before (after) the pseudo
data from MC added in optics calibration.
Another Monte Carlo simulation has been performed by students Dien Nyugen and
Thir Gautum using a carbon foil target instead of the liquid hydrogen target. The simu-
lation was done in the deep-inelastic region, where the e  p cross section almost doesn’t
change within the HRS acceptance. As a result, the distributions of the variables at the
focal plane were determined by the acceptance of the spectrometer and the e   p cross
section doesn’t contribute much. This allows us to investigate the MC forward and back-
ward optics and the investigation indicates the MC optics needs to be corrected because
the MC and data variables at the focal plane couldn’t be matched very well.
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5.2.3 ytg Optimization
The ytg is related to the foil target positions along the z direction in the hall coordinate
system and thus it is optimized by matching the reconstructed foil target positions with
the real foil target positions. The carbon foil targets were 3.75 cm apart and there were
five of them. Fig. 5.21 shows the optimization results of the runs in April 2015, which
compared the Gaussian fitting mean value of the reconstructed foil target positions with
the real ones.
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FIG. 5.21: The ytg optimization results which shows the Gaussian fitting mean values of the
reconstructed foil target positions compared with the real ones. The blue lines indicate the real
foil target positions. From left to right, top to bottom, the foil targets are from downstream to
upstream.
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5.2.4 dPP ( ) Optimization
dP
P ( ) is defined in Eq. 4.3. To calibrate the matrix elements for
dP
P , measurements of five
runs with dPP values varying from -4 % to 4 % in steps of 2 % were performed. Previously,
the carbon foil targets combined with the sieve were used for dPP calibration. However, due
to the small cross section for elastic scattering of the GMp experiment, a liquid hydrogen
target was used instead.
In the previous experiments which conducted the dPP optimization with the carbon
foil targets and sieve, the targets positions z, xbeam and ybeam (in hall coordinate system)
provided the reaction vertex. With the reaction vertex, the scattering angle was then
calculated by the position of the sieve hole through which the electrons passed. With the
beam energy, scattering angle, and energy loss in the materials, the momentum of the
electrons could be calculated at the entrance of the HRS.
LH2
e%
e%
LH2
e%
e%
LH2
e%
e%
(1) (2) (3)
FIG. 5.22: Three cases for the electron scattering in the liquid hydrogen target. (1) Both the
reaction vertex and the interaction point with the shell are in the cylinder; (2) the reaction
vertex is in the cylinder and the interaction point with the shell is in the tip; (3) both are in
the tip.
For the GMp experiment, the liquid hydrogen target was used instead of the foil
targets. The horizontal beam position xbeam and the reconstructed scattering angle  tg
were used to calculate the reaction vertex (Eq. 4.8). The liquid hydrogen target is a
15 cm long cylinder with 1.5 inches radius ending with a tip with the same radius. The
thicknesses of the aluminum shells of the cylinder and the tip are di↵erent. Thus the
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energy loss before and after the reaction vertex needs to be calculated carefully. Three
cases were considered: both the reaction vertex and the interaction point with the shell
are in the cylinder, one is in the cylinder and the other is in the tip, both are in the tip.
These three cases are shown in Fig. 5.22
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FIG. 5.23: The dPP optimization results (see text). From left to right, top to bottom,
dP
P value
varies from -4 % to 4 % in steps of 2 %.
The dPP optimization results for the GMp experiment of April 2015 are shown in
Fig. 5.23, which shows the discrepancy between the mean value of the Gaussian fitting of
the reconstructed DpKin and DpKinReal. DpKin and DpKinReal are defined as
DpKinReal =
P✓HRS   PCentral
PCentral
(5.3)
DpKin = dP  P✓   PLoss   P✓HRS
PCentral
(5.4)
where PCentral is the HRS setting momentum and P✓ is the scattering momentum of
angle ✓ without energy loss.
Here the resolution from momentum calibration is ⇠ 15⇥10 4, much bigger than the
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spectrometer momentum resolution, which is 2⇥10 4. It is because the optics calibration
momentum resolution comes from multiple sources besides the spectrometer momentum
resolution: beam energy uncertainty, scattering angle resolution, multiple scattering and
radiative e↵ects. Chap. 7.1 gives the comparisons of the invariant mass W between the
Monte Carlo simulation and experimental data in the spring of 2015. The widths of W
are in very good agreement and this indicates the resolutions applied in the Monte Carlo
simulation, such as the beam energy, VDC tracking, are all reasonable.
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CHAPTER 6
Data Analysis
6.1 Analysis Introduction
In this chapter the event reconstruction procedure and the corrections and e ciencies ap-
plied to the number of the detected electrons, Nelectron, will be described. These corrections
and e ciencies include the VDCs tracking e ciency ✏V DC , the computer and electronics
live-times, CLT and ELT respectively, the trigger e ciency ✏T , the particle identification
(PID) e ciency ✏PID and the target boiling correction CTB. After applying all the above
corrections and e ciencies, we can get the e↵ective electron number Neff as defined below:
Neff =
1
ps
(Nelectron ⇥ ELT ⇥ CLT ⇥ ✏V DC ⇥ ✏T ⇥ ✏PID ⇥ CTB) (6.1)
where ps is the prescale factor which was set to 1 for all the kinematics of experiment
E12-07-108 during the spring of 2015, which are listed in Table 6.1.
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TABLE 6.1: Summary of the kinematics in the spring of 2015 for experiment E12-07-18.
RIGHT ARM
kin Run # Ebeam ⇥HRS (deg) E
0
PHRS Q2 (GeV2) ✏
(GeV) (GeV) (GeV)
a 21275 2.057 48.8o 1.177 1.152 1.652 0.578
LEFT ARM
kin Run # Ebeam ⇥HRS (deg) E
0
PHRS Q2 (GeV2) ✏
(GeV) (GeV) (GeV)
b 11386 2.057 45o 1.253 1.225 1.509 0.639
c 11391 2.057 35o 1.473 1.443 1.096 0.789
d 11413 2.057 25o 1.706 1.671 0.658 0.901
6.2 Event Reconstruction
The data acquisition system (DAQ) in Hall A was used during the run of experiment E12-
07-108, which was controlled by the CEBAF Online Data Acquisition System (CODA) [4].
The raw data read from CODA was replayed into ROOT files using the standard Hall A
physics analysis software, Analyzer [73]. The Analyzer decodes, filters and calibrates
the hits from the detectors and reconstructs the physical variables of interest for the
analysis on an event-by-event basis. These physical variables include VDC wire e ciency,
reconstructed vertex positions, energy loss, etc.
6.3 VDC tracking E ciency
The VDC tracking ine ciency is defined as the fraction of good events where we do not
reconstruct good tracks in the VDCs. Each of the four planes of VDCs can fire one or
several clusters of wires when an electron goes through. As a result, one or several tracks
can be reconstructed, or no tracks are formed because of the ine ciency. In the analysis
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of the data from experiment E12-07-108 during the spring of 2015, only one-track events
passing the PID cut (see Chap. 6.5) are defined as good events. Thus the VDC tracking
e ciency ✏V DC is defined as the fraction of the None/Ntotal, where None is the number of
the one-track events passing the PID cuts and Ntotal is the number of all the events which
pass the PID cuts. The ✏V DC is calculated and applied to each run separately and the
results are shown in Table 6.2.
TABLE 6.2: The VDC tracking e ciency for each run.
Run number 21275 11386 11391 11413
✏V DC 0.9975 0.9968 0.9949 0.9737
Experiment E12-07-108 installed SCs for multi-track event analysis, but were not used
in this thesis. Only one-track events were kept for the analysis in this thesis and the ratio
of the multi-track events (see Table 6.2) is low, which is < 1% for three kinematics and
< 3% for the other one). As a result, it will not improve the precision of the calculated
cross section much even with the multi-track events and SC tracking information included.
However, when E12-08-108 data at higher Q2 is analyzed for high precision cross section
calculation, the additional tracking information from the SCs will be very helpful. First,
combing the tracking information from VDCs and SCs, the tracking e ciency of each
VDC plane can be investigated. For example, the ine ciency of the VDC U1 plane can
be calculated when a trajectory is formed by the clusters on the U2, V1, V2 planes and
SCs while no cluster exists on the U1 plane. Second, the additional tracking information
obtained from the SCs helps determine the right trajectory for a multi-track event. When
several particles pass through the wire chambers simultaneously or if there are noisy wires,
multi-track events can occur. For a multi-track event, two or more clusters can happen on
each VDC plane and multiple trajectories can be formed by di↵erent combinations of the
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clusters. To determine which combination is the right one, a projection to the SCs plane
can be made and if the corresponding straws are fired, it is certain that this combination
of clusters gives a valid trajectory reconstruction.
6.4 Trigger E ciency
The main trigger T1 of the experiment E12-07-108 was formed by the coincidence of the
scintillators S0 and S2m, or S0&S2m. To investigate the e ciency of T1, we can use trigger
T2 and trigger T3, where T2 was formed by the coincidence of the scintillators S0 and gas
Cherenkov, S0&GC, and T3 was formed by the coincidence of the scintillators S2m and
gas Cherenkov, S2m&GC. Then the ✏T1 can described as:
✏T1 = ✏S0&S2m =
(S0&S2m) & [(S0&SGC)k(S2m&SGC)]
(S0&SGC)k(S2m&SGC) (6.2)
Unfortunately during the spring of 2015, we only used triggers T1 and T3 and we can’t
get T1 e ciency from only T3. The e ciency study with the production data during 2016
spring and fall shows that the T1 e ciency is never lower than 99.5%. So ✏T1 = 99.5% is
applied to all the kinematics for this thesis with a conservative uncertainty of 0.5%.
6.5 Particle Identification E ciency (PID)
The Cherenkov and electromagnetic calorimeter detectors are typically referred to as par-
ticle identification detectors (PID). The Cherenkov is a threshold detector designed that
electrons will emit Cherenkov radiation while pions will not. The shower system provides
additional electron rejection capability beyond that of the Cherenkov by detecting the
energy deposition of the particle.
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6.5.1 Cherenkov
Detection E ciency
To determine the electron detecting e ciency of the Cherenkov detector, a sample of
electron events that were observed in the lead-glass calorimeter is selected. The number of
the events selected in this electron sample cut is called ⌘sh. Then the number of those events
which trigger the Cherenkov is counted (⌘cer). Thus the Cherenkov detection e ciency
can be determined by Eq. 6.3.
✏cer = ⌘cer/⌘sh (6.3)
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FIG. 6.1: Plots of the electron detecting e ciency of the Cherenkov detector. The left panel
shows the electron sample cut made on the 2-D pre-shower vs shower plot. The right panel
shows the Cherenkov spectrum of the electron sample. The detection e ciency of the Cherenkov
is 99.97%.
An example is given of the right arm spectrometer kinematics a. The left panel in
Fig. 6.1 shows the electron sample cut and the right panel shows the corresponding electron
sample on the Cherenkov. We found ✏cer = 99.97% for the right-arm. For the left arm
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Cherenkov, we found ✏cer = 100.00% for three kinematics.
6.5.2 Cut E ciency
The goal of the PID analysis is to reject as many as pions as possible while keeping a
high electron detection e ciency. To achieve this goal, a ⇡ sample and an electron sample
are selected in the 2D pre-shower/shower plot and then their distributions are observed in
the Cherenkov spectrum. A Cherenkov cut is made to select the electrons and reject the
pions. The electron detection e ciency and the pion rejection e ciency are calculated as
below:
✏e =
Number of the electrons passing the Cherenkov cut in the electron sample
Number of the events in the electron sample
(6.4)
✏⇡ =
Number of the pions rejected by the Cherenkov cut in the pion sample
Number of the events in the pion sample
(6.5)
The Cherenkov cut was chosen to maintain a high electron detection e ciency (greater
than 99.9%) while obtaining a high pion rejection e ciency (greater than 99%).
The R-arm Cherenkov cut e ciency of kinematic a is shown in Fig. 6.2. The top two
panels show the electron and ⇡ samples selected from the 2D pre-shower/shower plot and
the bottom panel shows the Cherenkov spectra of the two samples. The Cherenkov cut was
placed at channel 300 and we found ✏e  = 99.93% and ✏⇡ = 100.00%. Fig. 6.3 displays how
the electron detection e ciency and pion rejection e ciency evolve as a function of the
Cherenkov cut at di↵erent channels. The electron e ciency gets lower as the Cherenkov
cut moves in the larger channel direction while the pion rejection e ciency gets higher; the
Cherenkov cut was chosen to optimize both electron detection and pion rejection e ciency.
The Cherenkov cut e ciencies for each kinematic are listed in Table 6.3. These
kinematics are elastic e-p scattering and thus most of the scattered particles are electrons.
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The ⇡ rejection e ciency has a large uncertainty due to the low statistics of pions. Thus
the ⇡ rejection e ciency 97.04% for one of the kinematic doesn’t mean it is not high
enough.
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FIG. 6.2: Plots of the electron detecting and pion rejecting e ciencies of the Cherenkov detector.
The top two panels show the electron and ⇡ samples selected from the 2D pre-shower/shower
plot and the bottom panel shows the Cherenkov spectra of the two samples.
6.5.3 Electromagnetic Calorimeter
Detection E ciency
To determine the detector e ciency of the pre-shower/shower detectors, a selection of elec-
trons that trigger the Cherenkov and are far above the single-photoelectron peak threshold
is made. The number of the events selected in this cut is called ⌘cer. Then the num-
ber of those events which trigger the pre-shower and shower is counted (⌘sh). Thus the
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FIG. 6.3: The Cherenkov electron detecting and pion rejecting e ciencies vs. Cherenkov cut.
The red circles show evolution of the electron detection e ciency with Cherenkov cut at di↵erent
channels, and the blue triangles shows that of the pion rejection e ciency.
TABLE 6.3: Cut e ciency of Cherenkov on both spectrometer arms.
RIGHT ARM LEFT ARM
E ✓HRS P0 cut ✏cut(e ) ✏rej(⇡) ✓HRS P0 cut ✏cut(e ) ✏rej(⇡)
(GeV) (o) (GeV) % % (o) (GeV) % %
2.057 48.8 1.152 300 99.93 100 45 1.225 300 99.96 99.64
35 1.443 300 99.95 97.87
25 1.671 300 99.97 100
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preshower/shower detection e ciency can be determined by Eq. 6.6.
✏sh = ⌘sh/⌘cer (6.6)
An example is given of the right arm spectrometer for kinematics a. The left panel
in Fig. 6.4 shows the selected electron sample (red shadow) and the right panel shows its
distribution on the 2-D pre-shower/shower plot. We found ✏sh = 99.89%. The detection
e ciencies of the left-arm total shower are all higher than 99.98% for each kinematic.
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FIG. 6.4: Plots of the electron detecting e ciency of the shower. The left panel shows the
electron sample cut made on the Cherenkov. The right panel shows the sample events on the
pre-shower vs shower plot. The shower detection e ciency is 99.89%.
6.5.4 Cut E ciency
To complement the Cherenkov cut, the PID analysis can be improved by applying two cuts
on the EM calorimeters: a cut on the first layer of lead glass (pre-shower), and a cut on
the total energy deposited in the calorimeter divided by the particle’s momentum (E/P ).
The two cuts are optimized to get a total e ciency greater than 99% as illustrated in
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Fig. 6.5. In the left panel of Fig. 6.5, Cherenkov and anti-Cherenkov cuts were applied to
discriminate the electrons (in blue) and pions (in red). In the right panel, the calorimeter
detection e ciency was calculated. The EM cut e ciency is calculated as below:
NCer = number of events passing the Cherenkov cut
NPSH/SH = number of events that also pass the PSH and E/P cuts
✏e  =
NPSH/SH
NCer
(psh + sh) / (P0*(1+dp)) Pre/shower vs shower
E/P cutE/P cut
Pre/shower cut
Shower ADC channels
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FIG. 6.5: Plots of the electron detecting e ciency of the shower and pre-shower. The left panel
displays the E/P spectra: the red line shows the events that pass the Cherenkov cut of 300
ADC channels and the blue line represents the events that fail it. The right panel shows them
on the pre-shower/ shower 2D plot. The pre-shower cut and E/P cut are both labeled on the
right panel.
The two EM calorimeter cuts chosen for each kinematics and their e ciencies are
listed in Table 6.4.
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TABLE 6.4: PID cuts summary
RIGHT ARM
E P0 PSH/P E/P Cer ✏e  (⇡/e)before (⇡/e)after
(GeV) (GeV) cut cut cut EM cuts
2.057 1.152 0.132 0.56 300 0.9937 (5.27±0.23)⇥10 3 (8.25±0.89)⇥10 3
LEFT ARM
E P0 PSH/P E/P Cer ✏e  (⇡/e)before (⇡/e)after
(GeV) (GeV) cut cut cut PID
2.057 1.225 0.122 0.40 300 0.9965 (3.50±0.12)⇥10 3 (7.17±0.55)⇥10 4
1.443 0.104 0.40 300 0.9975 (3.51±0.12)⇥10 3 (7.18±0.55)⇥10 4
1.671 0.090 0.42 300 0.9980 (3.63±0.12)⇥10 3 (8.16±0.59)⇥10 4
6.5.5 Pion Suppresion
The overall pion suppression can be examined by applying the three cuts described above
and looking at the level of pion contamination that remains. The level of residual pion
contamination is very low for all kinematics, as seen in Table 6.5.
TABLE 6.5: Pion contamination on both spectrometer arms with the three cuts mentioned
above applied.
RIGHT ARM LEFT ARM
E (GeV) ✓HRS (o) P0 (GeV) ✏con(⇡) E (GeV) ✓HRS (o) P0 (GeV) ✏con(⇡)
1.057 48.8 1.152 4.9⇥10 4 2.057 45 1.225 7.4⇥10 4
2.057 35 1.443 5.6⇥10 4
2.057 25 1.671 4.9⇥10 4
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6.6 Computers and Electronics Deadtime
The computer deadtime is the portion of time that the DAQ is busy writing an event when
another event arrives. There is one scaler for each trigger type to count all the events fed
to the trigger supervisor, which can be written as N iTotal, where i defines di↵erent trigger
types. The prescalers of the E12-07-108 spring of 2015 elastic data were all set to 1 and
with the recorded events for each trigger type as N iDAQ, we can get the computer deadtime
as 1 N iDAQ/N iTotal.
The electronics deadtime is the portion of time that the hardware system is busy when
another trigger comes in. When an event causes a trigger, a TDC gate is activated with
the gate width ⌧ . If another event arrives and tries to activate the TDC gate within the
time window ⌧ , it is ignored. If the event rate is R, then the probability of having n counts
in a time t is given by the Poisson distribution P (n) = (Rt)ne Rt/n!. The electronics will
be busy for ⌧ for each event, thus the measured event rate Rm is given by:
R
1 +R⌧
= Rm (6.7)
and then livetime tlive is given by:
tlive =
Rm
R
=
1
1 +R⌧
(6.8)
For experiment E12-07-108, the gates were about 60 ns. The electronics and computer
dead-time were calculated for each run and the results are shown in Table 6.6. For run
21275 and 11386, the event rate is low and the electronics dead-time is negligible.
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TABLE 6.6: The computer and electronics deadtime for each kinematics.
Kinematics a b c d
DTcomputer (%) 34.61 5.96 25.68 86.03
Rscaler (Hz) 250 Hz 500 Hz 2.8 kHz 30.8 kHz
DTelectronics (%) 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.18
6.7 Target Boiling Correction
During experiment E12-07-108, a LH2 target was used. The density of the LH2 can decrease
as the electron beam deposits heat into the target. This e↵ect is referred to as target
boiling. In order to study the boiling e↵ect in the LH2, data were taken at various beam
currents with both LH2 and carbon targets. The data taken with the carbon target should
be current-independent since it is solid and melts only at 3800 K.
To study how the target density ⇢ changes due to the boiling e↵ect, we define the
normalized yield Y as follows:
Y =
Ncounts
Q
(6.9)
where Ncounts is the number of events from the scalers, corrected for current-independent
rate (rate of cosmic events) and Q is the beam charge. The normalized yield as a function
of current should show a linearly decreasing relationship for LH2, so we can parameterize
the target density ⇢ as a function of current I as:
⇢I = ⇢0(1 + CTBI) (6.10)
where ⇢0 is the target density at I = 0 and CTB is the target boiling correction. When we
plot the defined yield as a function of current and make a linear fit, the slope gives CTB
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as shown in Fig. 6.6. For carbon, the slope is consistent with zero (-0.8 ± 0.5)%/100µA
as it should be. For LH2, the slope is (-2.7 ± 0.4)%/100µA. Table 6.7 lists the average
beam current Ibeam for each kinematics in this thesis and the corresponding target boiling
correction CTB.
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Target boiling studies
 
● Target used: 15 cm LH2 target in Loop2 and single foil carbon target
● Carbon target is used to separate possible rate systematic from boiling
→ Range of beam current:  3-67 µA 
→ Raster size:  2×2 mm2 
LH2: (-2.7±0.39)% /100 µA
Current (µA)
FIG. 6.6: Target boiling study. The normalized yield for LH2 target (red line) and carbon (blue
line) as a function of beam current. The plot is made by Thir Gautam.
TABLE 6.7: The average beam current Ibeam and target boiling correction CTB for each kine-
matics.
Kinematics Ibeam (µA) CTB
a 16.53 (-0.45 ± 0.06)%
b 16.27 (-0.44 ± 0.06)%
c 18.22 (-0.49 ± 0.07)%
d 20.00 (-0.54 ± 0.08)%
6.8 Monte-Carlo Simulations
For a fixed angle and momentum setting, the HRS can only detect events within a limited
range around the central momentum (±4.5%) and the central angle (⇠ 6 msr). However,
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not all the electrons within this certain range can be transported through the spectrometer
and some of them are lost due to scraping the walls of the magnets and hitting the vacuum
tubes and apertures between them. In the simplest picture, the probability that an electron
event can be accepted by the spectrometer within a certain phase space (defined by  , x0tar
and y0tar) can be defined as the spectrometer acceptance. To obtain the elastic e   p
scattering cross section, the Monte Carlo simulation program SIMC was used to model
the acceptance for both HRS arms for the experiment E12-07-108 data analysis.
SIMC is the standard Hall A and Hall C Monte Carlo simulation program for coin-
cidence reactions (experiment E12-07-108 only detected electrons in one arm of the spec-
trometers and thus only part of the simulation, the electron detecting arm, was used for
analysis). SIMC was adapted from the simulation program SIMULATE which was written
for SLAC experiment NE18 [74, 75]. SIMC has three main components: the event gener-
ator, the spectrometer model, and a list of materials and apertures. The event generator
includes the cross-section model weighting and radiative corrections and the spectrome-
ter model simulates the transportation of the particles through the magnets. The list of
materials and apertures are those that can cause multiple scattering or stop the particles
through the transportation.
First, SIMC generates the positions of the electrons at the target randomly based on
the beam positions, the beam width, the raster size and the target geometry. The generated
beam energy spread is matched with the actual beam and then the beam energy is corrected
for the ionization losses in the target before the interaction. Then SIMC generates the
scattering angles with a flat distribution in x0tar and y
0
tar, which populates 100% of the
actual spectrometer acceptance. In our elastic scattering case, the energy of the scattered
electron is calculated. For each event, it is weighted with the cross section model [76] and
then radiative corrections are included. After this, the scattered electron is transported
through the target, the magnets and a list of materials, and the ionization energy loss and
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multiple scattering e↵ects are applied. Finally, only the scattered electrons that reach the
detectors are recorded.
The optical properties of the magnets of HRS are modeled with the Monte Carlo
simulation COSY INFINITY program [77]. COSY generates two matrices, the forward
and backward matrices, using a list of the magnets’ parameters such as their positions,
dimensions and field maps. The forward matrix transports the interaction variables at
the target to the focal plane and the backward reconstruct them at the target through
the tracks at the focal plane. COSY also generates forward matrices which transports the
interaction variables from the target to some other positions besides the focal plane. These
positions are 2/3 along the way through each quadrupole, and, the end of each quadrupole
and dipole (QQDQ configuration). SIMC checks whether the electrons pass the beginning
and end of the magnets to make sure they are within the acceptance of the magnets and
the trajectories at 2/3 of the magnets are calculated to get rid of the events that scrape the
magnets’ walls. The vacuum tubes and all the apertures in the spectrometers are added
in SIMC based on their actual positions and sizes. SIMC assures the electrons go through
them successfully by projecting the rays to where they are located and throw away the
events which are outside of the acceptance. The detector stack is included in SIMC and
fiducial cuts are applied according the sizes and positions of the detectors. In addition,
VDCs smearing is applied to the electron positions at the two VDCs to match those of the
actual VDCs. The backward matrix elements then reconstruct the focal plane variables
to the interaction variables at the target.
To investigate the uncertainties from the MC, the ratio of the MC and data normalized
yields was obtained (see Chap. 7.1). Then each aperture in the MC was moved by 1 mm
in the vertical or horizontal direction and how much the ratio of the data and MC yields
changed was calculated; each aperture was moved by 1 mm because we think the accuracy
of the aperture’s position is ⇠ 1 mm. Four movements were made for each aperture, up
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and down in the vertical direction and left and right in the horizontal direction, and the
uncertainty caused by the displacement in each direction was determined by the bigger
change. Then the strength of the magnetic fields of Q1 and Q3 were changed by increasing
or decreasing 1% and that of Q2 was changed by 0.3%, where 1% and 0.3% were considered
as the field strength uncertainties of Q1, Q3, and Q2 respectively. The uncertainty of each
quadrupole caused by the change of the field strength was determined by the bigger one
of the increase and decrease. The uncertainties caused by each aperture’s displacement
and the magnetic field strength change of each quadrupole are listed in Appendix B.
Combining all the uncertainties obtained from moving each aperture and changing each
magnet field’s strength, a total uncertainty from the MC of 2.15 % is obtained. For the
discrepancy in the LHRS between the MC and the experimental data (see Fig. 5.20), a
conservative uncertainty of 4 % was applied, which is considered as a reasonable number
to account for the discrepancy.
6.9 Radiative Corrections
In Chap. 1, the cross section corresponding to one-photon-exchange, or the Born approx-
imation, is derived to the lowest-order of the electromagnetic coupling constant ↵ and
expressed using the Sachs form factors as in Eq. 1.22. The Feynman diagram of the
one-virtual-photon-exchange is shown in Fig. 1.2. However, higher order processes could
happen in which that the electron or the proton radiates additional real or virtual pho-
tons. The measured cross section needs to be corrected for the e↵ects from these radiations
and these corrections are referred to as radiative corrections. They are classified into two
categories: the external and the internal radiative corrections.
The external radiative corrections come from the process that the electron radiates
bremsstrahlung photons when traveling though materials before and after the scattering.
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Figure 24: Born term and lowest order radiative
correction graphs for the electron in elastic ep.
Figure 25: Lowest order radiative correction for
the proton side in elastic ep scattering.
squared spectrum.
The contributions due to real photon emission by the initial and final proton, as well as the proton vertex
and two-photon exchange with one soft- and one hard photon are relatively small, but strongly ✏-dependent.
The external part of the radiative corrections includes only real photon emission by the incident and scat-
tered electron, and is not coherent with the ep interaction. Although the correction for the incoming electron
in the target is energy independent, and it can be averaged to a value at the center of the active area of the
target for all kinematics of a given experiment, the correction for the scattered electron in the target depends
directly upon the target length and diameter which determines the amount of target material traversed, and
therefore the scattering angle. As the desired range of ✏ values is obtained by changing the electron scattering
angle, this correction has ✏-dependence. For the data of Andivahis et al. [And94] the external corrections are
one fourth to one half as large as the internal corrections from the smallest to the largest ✏-values as shown in
Fig. 26. The calculation of the external correction requires information on the spectrometer acceptance and
on the target geometry, and is an integral part of the analysis of the data; it cannot be repeated on the basis of
published data. However, it is potentially a significant source of uncertainty in the ✏-dependence of the total
radiative correction.
To gain some appreciation of what term might be most strongly affecting the final result of the radiative
correction, we show the values  real +  virtual, graphs b), c), d) and e) in Fig. 24,  12 from graphs a), b),c) and
d) in Fig. 25, and  external for the condition of the Andivahis experiment [And94] separately in Fig 26. The
curve in Fig. 26 labeled  int+ext determines the overall correction. Its slope versus ✏ is due to the combined
effect of the real and external-contributions, with the proton contribution reducing it somewhat;  virtual has no
✏-dependence.
The importance of calculating the contributions to the radiative correction which are ✏-dependent accurately
is illustrated in Fig. 27. Shown in this figure are reduced cross sections defined in terms of the ( d d⌦)reduced from
27
FIG. 6.7: Born term and lowest order radiative correction graphs for the electron in elastic
ep [5].
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The bremsstrahlung radiation is due to the deceleration of the electron as it approaches
the Coulomb field of another particle. If the radiation comes from the interaction between
the electron and a nucleus other than the one in the primary scattering vertex, it is the
external radiation.
The internal radiative corrections are from processes when the electron interacts with
the Coulomb field of the primary nucleus, the one involved in the scattering, and radiates
real photons and emits and reabsorbs virtual photons. The various internal radiative
correction diagrams involving the electron are shown in Fig. 6.7 [5]: (b) vertex, (c)
vacuum polarization, (d) self energy, (e) internal bremsstrahlung. High-order process
involve emission of multiple real photons and exchange of more than two virtual photons
are all possible. Similar diagrams for the proton are shown in Fig. 6.8 [5]: (a) internal
bremsstrahlung, (b) vertex, (c) self energy, (d) two photon exchange (TPE).
These internal radiative corrections can be classified into two categories: the elastic
ones which only involve the virtual photons and the inelastic ones that emit real photons.
The elastic internal radiative corrections depend exclusively upon Q2 and are ✏ indepen-
dent, thus they only a↵ect the magnitude of the cross section. Taking a look at the cross
section expression with Sachs form factors in Eq. 1.22, G2Ep and G
2
Mp are proportional
to the slope and intercept of the linear fit of the cross section to ✏ at fixed Q2 value,
respectively. As a result, G2Mp is G
2
Ep stays the same but G
2
Mp is di↵erent when only the
magnitude of the cross section changes for the elastic processes. The inelastic internal
radiative and external radiative corrections involve real photon emissions. They make the
incoming electron energy at the scattering vertex smaller than the beam energy and the
detected electron energy smaller than the scattered electron energy at the vertex. Thus
they are ✏ dependent and also modify the value of Q2.
To obtain the single-photon-exchange cross section, also called the Born cross section,
from the measured one, the radiative correction procedure from Mo and Tsai [78] and
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Figure 24: Born term and lowest order radiative
correction graphs for the electron in elastic ep.
Figure 25: Lowest order radiative correction for
the proton side in elastic ep scattering.
squared spectrum.
The contributions due to real photon emission by the initial and final proton, as well as the proton vertex
and two-photon exchange with one soft- and one hard photon are relatively small, but strongly ✏-dependent.
The external part of the radiative corrections includes only real photon emission by the incident and scat-
tered electron, and is not coherent with the ep interaction. Although the correction for the incoming electron
in the target is energy independent, and it can be averaged to a value at the center of the active area of the
target for all kinematics of a given experiment, the correction for the scattered electron in the target depends
directly upon the target length and diameter which determines the amount of target material traversed, and
therefore the scattering angle. As the desired range of ✏ values is obtained by changing the electron scattering
angle, this correction has ✏-dependence. For the data of Andivahis et al. [And94] the external corrections are
one fourth to one half as large as the internal corrections from the smallest to the largest ✏-values as shown in
Fig. 26. The calculation of the external correction requires information on the spectrometer acceptance and
on the target geometry, and is an integral part of the analysis of the data; it cannot be repeated on the basis of
published data. However, it is potentially a significant source of uncertainty in the ✏-dependence of the total
radiative correction.
To gain some appreciation of what term might be most strongly affecting the final result of the radiative
correction, we show the values  real +  virtual, graphs b), c), d) and e) in Fig. 24,  12 from graphs a), b),c) and
d) in Fig. 25, and  external for the condition of the Andivahis experiment [And94] separately in Fig 26. The
curve in Fig. 26 labeled  int+ext determines the overall correction. Its slope versus ✏ is due to the combined
effect of the real and external-contributions, with the proton contribution reducing it somewhat;  virtual has no
✏-dependence.
The importance of calculating the contributions to the radiative correction which are ✏-dependent accurately
is illustrated in Fig. 27. Shown in this figure are reduced cross sections defined in terms of the ( d d⌦)reduced from
27
FIG. 6.8: Lowest order radiative correction graphs for the proton in elastic ep [5].
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modified by Walker [79, 1] and Ent [74, 80] was implemented in SIMC. The relation
between them is as follows:
(
d 
d⌦
)
Measured
= (1 +  corr)(
d 
d⌦
)
Born
= (1 +  int +  int0 +  ext)(
d 
d⌦
)
Born
(6.11)
where  int and  ext represent the internal and external radiative corrections respectively
and  int0 is from the improvement to the internal radiative corrections made by Walker.
For corrections higher than O(↵3), the relation between them is written as:
(
d 
d⌦
)
Measured
= e corr(
d 
d⌦
)
Born
(6.12)
The internal radiative corrections applied in SIMC include: the electron and proton
vertex corrections, the internal bremsstrahlung, the vacuum polarization and TPE. The
external corrections are also made based on the target material and geometry and the
spectrometer material. The systematic uncertainties from the radiative corrections are
estimated to be less than 1% [81]. When the cut of the invariant mass W < 1.07 GeV is
applied, the radiative correction  corr in SIMC for each kinematics is listed in Table 6.8.
The value of 1.07 GeV is called the pion threshold because Mp +M⇡ ⇠ 1.07 GeV and the
pions can be created when W passes the pion threshold.
TABLE 6.8: The radiative correction  corr in SIMC for each kinematics, where the cut of the
invariant mass W < 1.07 GeV is applied.
Kinematics ( d d⌦)Born/(
d 
d⌦)Measured  corr
a 1.178 -0.151 ± 0.010
b 1.156 -0.135± 0.010
c 1.174 -0.148± 0.010
d 1.164 -0.141± 0.010
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6.10 Cryogenic Target Aluminum Cell
The cryogenic target used in experiment E12-07-108 is liquid hydrogen contained inside
a cylindrical aluminum cell with a hemispherical tip. The entrance window and the exit
window (the semispherical tip) are 0.175 mm and 0.132 mm thick respectively, and their
densities are 2.81 g/cm3. Their contributions are subtracted by using a 15 cm dummy
target, which consists of two aluminum foils located at ± 7.5 cm along the hall coordinate
system z direction, corresponding to that of the cryotarget entrance and exit windows.
The dummy target has the same density as the windows and its total thickness is 1.71
mm.
To subtract the window contributions, the dummy and cryogenic target data are
analyzed with the identical cuts applied and then normalized. The dummy data also
needs to be scaled with the thickness ratio Twindow/Tdummy, where Twindow and Tdummy are
the window and dummy foil thickness respectively. An example (kinematics a) is given in
Fig. 6.9, where the top panel shows the normalized yields for the upstream dummy target,
the downstream target, both of them together, and the liquid hydrogen target. The bottom
panel shows the liquid hydrogen LH2 data with the dummy contribution subtracted; the
contribution totalled 1.25% for kinematics a. The contributions for each kinematics are
listed in Table 6.9.
TABLE 6.9: The dummy contribution for each kinematics.
Kinematics dummyLH2 (%)
a 1.25
b 1.51
c 2.10
d 1.62
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FIG. 6.9: The liquid hydrogen LH2 and dummy target data yields for kinematics a. The top
panel shows the normalized yields for the upstream dummy target, the downstream target, two
of them together, and the liquid hydrogen target. The bottom panel shows the liquid hydrogen
LH2 data with the dummy contribution subtracted.
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6.11 Summary of the Uncertainties
Table 6.10 gives the summary of the uncertainties in the extracted cross section for each
kinematics. Note that a conservative 4% uncertainty is applied to the three L-arm spec-
trometer kinematics, b, c and d, due to the Monte Carlo simulation. This is from the
discrepancy between the simulation and experimental data (see Chap. 7.1).
TABLE 6.10: The summary of the uncertainties in the extracted cross section for each kine-
matics.
Kinematics a b c d
Spectrometer angle 0.11% 0.22% 0.29% 0.39%
Beam energy 0.29% 0.28% 0.27% 0.23%
BCM calibration 1% 1% 1% 1%
Target boiling 0.06% 0.06% 0.07% 0.08%
Trigger e ciency 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5%
Radiative corrections 1% 1% 1% 1%
Monte Carlo simulation 2.15% 4% 4% 4%
Statistical 0.26% 0.17% 0.09% 0.10%
Total 2.64% 4.26% 4.26% 4.27%
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CHAPTER 7
Results
7.1 Reduced Cross Section  R Extraction
The measured elastic cross section can be calculated by:
d 
d⌦
|Measured = Nelectron
 ⌦ LT
R
Ldt ✏T ✏V DC✏PIDCTB
(7.1)
where Nelectron is the number of the electrons detected within the chosen acceptance and
detector cuts and has subtracted the background from the target cell;  ⌦ is the solid
angle acceptance; ✏T , ✏V DC and ✏PID are the trigger e ciency, VDC tracking e ciency
and particle identification e ciency, respectively; CTB is the target boiling correction; LT
is the livetime;
R
Ldt is the integrated luminosity, which can be calculated as:
Z
Ldt =
Q
e
⇢T  L
Z
A
NA, (7.2)
where Q =
R
Ibeamdt is the integrated beam charge with Ibeam being the electron beam
current; ⇢T is the target density; NA is Avogadro’s number; Z is the atomic number and
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A is the atomic mass of the target;  L is the target length seen by the spectrometer. To
convert the measured cross section to the single-photon-exchange cross section, the Born
cross section of O(↵), radiative corrections needed to be applied (see Chap.. 6.9):
d 
d⌦
|Measured = (1 +  corr) d 
d⌦
|Born (7.3)
where  corr represent the radiative corrections.
During the analysis, the e ciency-corrected electron yield is used which is defined as:
Y =
Nelectron  NB
LT ✏det
=
✓Z
Ldt
◆
d 
d⌦
 ⌦A(✓) (7.4)
where A(✓) is the spectrometer acceptance (see Chap. 6.8) which is dependent on the
kinematics and thus dependent on the spectrometer central angle ✓. Similarly, the electron
yield of the Monte Carlo simulation is defined as:
YMC = Nelectron(MC) =
✓Z
LMCdt
◆
d 
d⌦
 ⌦AMC(✓) (7.5)
In Chap. 6.8, it has been discussed in detail how the spectrometer acceptance is
modeled with the Monte Carlo simulation; if the MC does a good job, the assumption
A(✓) = AMC(✓) can be made. Taking the ratio of the normalized yields, the relation
between the measured and MC cross section can be written as:
✓
d 
d⌦
◆
Measured
=
✓
d 
d⌦
◆
mod
(1 +  MCcorr)
Y (✓)
YMC(✓)
(7.6)
where
 
d 
d⌦
 
mod
is the cross section given by the model used in the MC and (1 +  MCcorr)
accounts for the radiative corrections applied in the MC. However, the radiative corrections
in the MC doesn’t include the hard two-photon exchange, thus a parametrization of the
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elastic cross sections without TPE corrections applied to the data from [28] is used as
follows:
 Born+TPER = F
2
Mp(Q
2) +
✏
⌧
F 2Ep(Q
2) (7.7)
where FMp and FEp are the e↵ective magnetic and electric form factors respectively and
here their dependences on ✏ are neglected. The two e↵ective form factors absorb the e↵ects
of multiple photon exchange and they are parametrized as follows [28]:
FEp(Q
2) =
1  1.651⌧ + 1.287⌧ 2   0.185⌧ 3
1 + 9.531⌧ + 0.591⌧ 2 + 4.994⌧ 5
(7.8)
FMp(Q2)
µp
=
1  2.151⌧ + 4.261⌧ 2 + 0.159⌧ 3
1 + 8.647⌧ + 0.001⌧ 2 + 5.245⌧ 3 + 82.817⌧ 4 + 14.191⌧ 5
(7.9)
where ⌧ = Q2/4M2p . Note that this is a purely phenomenological fit form rather than a
true representation of the e↵ect of two-photon exchange.
As a result, the reduced cross section  R can be taken as the value of the reduced
cross section from the above parametrized form factors scaled by the ratio R:
 R = R  R(MC) = R
⇣
F 2Mp(Q
2) +
✏
⌧
F 2Ep(Q
2)
⌘
(7.10)
where R = Y/YMC .
Fig. 7.1 to Fig. 7.4 show the comparison between the Monte Carlo simulation and
the experimental data of the invariant mass W and four variables in the target coordinate
system (see Chap. 4.3):  p/p, in-plane-of angle  , out-plane-of angle ✓, and ytg. A pion
threshold cut W < 1.07 GeV is applied. To obtain the reduced cross section  R with the
method above, all of them should match well to apply the assumption A(✓) = AMC(✓).
Fig. 7.1 shows that the Monte Carlo simulation and experimental data are in a good
agreement except a small discrepancy near the upper edge of the out-plane-of angle ✓,
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FIG. 7.1: Data yield compared to Monte Carlo yield of kinematics a (see Table 6.1). The
variables are in the target coordinate system and a pion threshold cut W < 1.07 GeV is
applied. The blue line shows the data before the dummy subtraction; the green line shows the
dummy yield; the black line shows the data after the dummy subtraction; the red line shows
the Monte Carlo yield.
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FIG. 7.2: Data yield compared to Monte Carlo yield of kinematics b (see Table 6.1) .
The variables are in the target coordinate system and a pion threshold cut W < 1.07 GeV
is applied. The blue line shows the data before the dummy subtraction; the green line
shows the dummy yield; the black line shows the data after the dummy subtraction; the
red line shows the Monte Carlo yield.
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FIG. 7.3: Data yield compared to Monte Carlo yield of kinematics c (see Table 6.1). The
variables are in the target coordinate system and a pion threshold cut W < 1.07 GeV is
applied. The blue line shows the data before the dummy subtraction; the green line shows the
dummy yield; the black line shows the data after the dummy subtraction; the red line shows
the Monte Carlo yield.
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FIG. 7.4: Data yield compared to Monte Carlo yield of kinematics d (see Table 6.1). The
variables are in the target coordinate system and a pion threshold cut W < 1.07 GeV is
applied. The blue line shows the data before the dummy subtraction; the green line shows the
dummy yield; the black line shows the data after the dummy subtraction; the red line shows
the Monte Carlo yield.
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which is acceptable. A study of the Monte Carlo apertures and magnets’ fields has been
investigated to determine the uncertainty from the MC. However, Fig. 7.2 to Fig. 7.4
show that there are discrepancies for these kinematics between the experimental data and
MC, primarily in the out-plane-of angle ✓. Investigations have been made indicating that
the discrepancy is mainly from the forward and backward optics matrices in the MC for
the L-HRS (see Appendix ??). However, the kinematics is not very sensitive to ✓ and a
conservative 4% uncertainty is applied to cover this discrepancy. The collaboration will
continue the study to resolve this discrepancy in the future. The reduced cross sections
obtained from the MC and data ratio method for each kinematics are listed in Table 7.1,
where the uncertainties are dominated by the uncertainty from the discrepancy between
the MC and experimental data.
TABLE 7.1: The elastic e  p reduced cross section  R for all the kinematics.
Q2 (GeV2) Kinematics ✏ Y/YMC  R
1.66 a 0.624 0.995 (3.74± 0.10)⇥ 10 2
1.51 b 0.671 0.996 (4.46± 0.19)⇥ 10 2
1.10 c 0.793 1.012 (8.07± 0.35)⇥ 10 2
0.66 d 0.895 1.018 (1.71± 0.07)⇥ 10 1
7.2 Comparison with World Data
The elastic e   p cross sections for all of the kinematics have been obtained and a com-
parison is made between the experiment E12-07-108 results in the spring of 2015 with the
world data. Fig. 7.5 presents the obtained cross sections by the and Fig. 7.6 shows the
comparison, where (d /d⌦)1 ,dipole in the figure is the reduced cross section obtained with
GEp = GD and GMp = µpGD. The figure shows that the cross sections from the experiment
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E12-07-108 are in a good agreement with previous measurements.
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FIG. 7.5: The e  p elastic cross sections obtained from the experiment E12-07-108 data in the
spring of 2015 at Q2 = 0.66, 1.10, 1.51, 1.65 GeV2.
For the cross sections obtained by the experimental data in the spring of 2015, none
of them has the same Q2 and thus the Rosenbluth separation method is not applicable to
extract the form factors. In Fig. 7.6, we notice that there are several previous measure-
ments at Q2 very close to 0.66 GeV2, the lowest Q2 of the experimental data in the spring
of 2015. Fig. 7.7 shows the reduced cross sections obtained from these measurements and
the spring 2015 experimental data. The previous measurements are scaled with a factor
R, moving them to the same Q2 as the experimental data. R is calculated as follows:
R =
 R(Q2E)
 R(Q2M)
=
✏G2Ep(Q
2
E) + ⌧G
2
Mp(Q
2
E)
✏G2Ep(Q
2
M) + ⌧G
2
Mp(Q
2
M)
(7.11)
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FIG. 7.6: Comparison of the e   p elastic cross sections between the experiment E12-07-108
results and previous measurements. The cross sections obtained from experimental data are
shown as the red points and previous measurements are black points, where (d /d⌦)1 ,dipole is
the reduced cross section obtained with GEp = GD and GMp = µpGD.
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where Q2E is the Q
2 of the experimental data and Q2M is that of each previous measurement.
In Fig. 7.6, Q2E = 0.660 GeV
2. GEp and GMp are calculated using Eq. 7.8 and 7.9.
The Rosenbluth separation method can be applied and the form factors are obtained,
GMp/µpGD = 0.99 and GEp/GD = 1.07. The form factors are also extracted with R
calculated using the Bosted fit [82]. The di↵erence between these two cross section models
are very small, ⇠ 0.03 %.
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FIG. 7.7: The reduced elastic e   p cross sections vs. ✏ obtained from previous measurements
at Q2 close to 0.66 GeV2 and the experiment E12-07-108 data at Q2 = 0.660 GeV2. Data of
the previous measurements are from references [17, 11, 83, 12].
Similarly, the same procedure is followed for Q2 = 1.10 GeV2 and the form factors
are obtained, GMp/µpGD = 1.00 and GEp/GD = 1.14.
Fig. 7.9 presents the comparison of the proton electric form factor GEp between the
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FIG. 7.8: The reduced elastic e  p cross sections vs ✏ obtained from previous measurements at
Q2 close to 1.099 GeV2 and the experimental data at Q2 = 1.099 GeV2. Data of the previous
measurements are from references [17, 11, 13, 9].
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world data and that obtained by combining the experiment E12-07-108 data and previous
measurements. Fig. 7.10 shows the comparison of the proton magnetic form factor GMp.
For Q2 = 0.66 GeV2, both GEp and GMp are in good agreement with the world data.
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FIG. 7.9: The comparison of the proton electric form factor GEp between the world data and
that obtained by combining the experimental data and previous measurements at similar Q2.
Data of the previous measurements are from references [17, 9, 11, 12, 13, 16].
7.3 Conclusion
The analysis of the experiment E12-07-108 data taken in the spring of 2015 shows that the
elastic e p cross sections are in good agreement with the previous world data. Combining
the cross sections obtained from the experiment E12-07-108 data and previous measure-
ments gives reasonable proton electric and magnetic form factors, GEp and GMp, using the
Rosenbluth separation method.
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FIG. 7.10: The comparison of the proton electric form factor GMp between the world data and
that obtained by combining the experiment E12-07-108 data and previous measurements at
similar Q2. Data of the previous measurements are from references [17, 9, 11, 12, 13, 16].
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The cross sections calculated using the Monte Carlo simulation and data yields ratio
method are based on the cross section model used in the Monte Carlo simulation. The data
taken in the spring of 2015 are located in the Q2 range where lots of previous measurements
have been performed. The good agreement between the calculated cross sections and the
previous world data provides confidence for the analysis of the experiment E12-07-108
data at higher Q2 Fig. 3.1, where only a few previous measurements exist with larger
uncertainties.
The systematic uncertainties are all below 1% in this thesis except the MC uncertainty,
which we believe is due to the not prefect match between the MC and spectrometer optics.
For the data taken during 2016 spring and fall, the optics calibrations were improved due
to more sieve holes and the presence of SOS quadrupole magnets. I have optimized the
optics for the data in 2016 spring and fall. The MC and experimental data agree quite
well over the acceptance with one-pass beam. For the 2016 data, we expect disagreement
between MC and data cross-sections stemming from acceptance modeling to below 0.5%.
The final total systematic uncertainty for the cross section from the 2016 data is expected
to be 2% or better.
For data at higher Q2 = 6   15 GeV2 the E12-07-108 collaboration will present
preliminary results in the summer of 2017.
APPENDIX A
Diagrams of the tungsten sieve for
GMp optics calibration
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APPENDIX B
MC Uncertainty
Quadrupole Field strengh F Ratio/Ratio0
Q1 field*1.01 F*1.01 1+0.0009
Q1 field*0.99 F*0.99 1-0.0026
Q2 field*1.01 F*1.01 1-0.0329
Q2 field*0.99 F*0.99 1+0.0341
Q2 field*1.005 F*1.005 1-0.0183
Q2 field*0.995 F*0.995 1+0.0160
Q3 field*1.01 F*1.01 1-0.0023
Q3 field*0.99 F*0.99 1+0.0018
TABLE B.1: The uncertainties calculated by the MC when the field strength is o↵ the setting
value for each quadrupole. Ratio0 is with no field strengths o↵.
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Aperture Number Aperture Displacement Ratio/Ratio0
3 position_x-1mm 1.0030
3 position_x+1mm 1.0031
3 position_y-1mm 1.0032
3 position_y+1mm 1.0028
4 position_x-1mm 1.0013
4 position_x+1mm 1.0035
4 position_y-1mm 1.0023
4 position_y+1mm 0.9993
5 position_x-1mm 0.9991
5 position_x+1mm 1.0029
5 position_y-1mm 0.9995
5 position_y+1mm 1.0007
8 position_x-1mm 1.0001
8 position_x+1mm 1.0018
8 position_y-1mm 1.0030
8 position_y+1mm 1.0038
9 position_x-1mm 0.9989
9 position_x+1mm 1.0029
9 position_y-1mm 1.0005
9 position_y+1mm 1.0013
10 position_x-1mm 1.0003
10 position_x+1mm 0.9993
10 position_y-1mm 0.9988
10 position_y+1mm 1.0024
16 position_x-1mm 1.0010
16 position_x+1mm 1.0027
16 position_y-1mm 1.0013
16 position_y+1mm 1.0002
18 position_x-1mm 1.0038
18 position_x+1mm 1.0019
TABLE B.2: The uncertainties caused by the displacement of each aperture. Note x and y are
in the target coordinate system and Ratio0 is with no apertures are moved.
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